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K J O'Dea, on behalf of Peepingee Pty Ltd, notified an intention to clear 300.0 ha of re owth
native vegetation on  on 26/03/1997, to the Commissione
of Soil and Land Conservation. He received an objection to the clcoriri on 18/08/1997 th
whole of the notified area, with a Soil Conservation Notice being inn OSed on the 24/07/1998.

He was prevented from utilising the land for grazing as had been its use from orcliase in 1980,
having been cleared in 1974 and also used by the previous owner for that se. M h f ai
area was topdressed with fordlizer and clover seed to provide a benefit for the stock o t I
six montlis of the year and during the sun^Der months at times of lower foed avail b'I'

Both the Soil Conservation Notice and "opinion" that supported the ob'cotion were ' al'd d
ultra vires the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 (the Act). Throughout the assessment
process, the Commissioner and Deputy Comintssioner, Soil and Land Conservation foiled t
comply with both the Act and Administrative Law Doctrines of Natural Justice, Ultra V'
Procedural Fomess and Legitirnate Expec^ion.

There was Do scientific evidence provided to support his "opinion " no recognition of th I
areas of pines being planted to the south west, south and south east of the ^,, in. The
Commissioner stated that both on and off-site salintty would result from the cl^rin .

Mr K J O'Dea appealed to the Minister against the imposition of the Soil Conservation Notice,
having up to 150.0 I^ of cl^ring allowed, providing an Agreement to Reserve (An^) was '
placed on an equivalent area of vegetation. Mr Jim Dixon, acting for the De uty Corium' ,
Mr andrew Watson, placed the ATR over 220.0 11a, tints being in defiance of the directive ^, '
the Minister* Mr Monty House,

Ily^fr, 0'Dea was not provided with any assistance and infonnation as re tired under S t' 13
and 14, Functions and Duties of the Commissioner, throughout this matter. As outlined in the
Mou and subsequent publications, the o111rs of proof on the o000rrence of land degr'adation
reversed by policy, not by law, tits explaining the cavalier ti. comment that A^^. 0'Dea rece' d
the hands of the Commitssioner.

The Ministerial Appeals Committee Report of 08/12/1998 condemned the "o inton" ftii
Deputy Conunissioner, Mr Andrew Watson, finding no evidence whatsoever to su ort bi
findings. Notwithstanding the report directed to be undertaken by the Mittster, the
Hydrogeologist, Mr R Short from ESPerence, stated that he did not su rt the clean f 150.
ha, but less than 20.6 ha. However his credibility is suspect, this being evident in the matt f
Mr I Burns on Kent Location 1664, which is to be deterrnined shorn .

Throughout this whole matter, which resulted in the O'Deus disposing of the farm, their
treatrnent did not cottonn with the requirements of the Act and Administrative Law,

When a response to the individual Grounds of Dispute is received, the matter will it} b
progressed to a resolution, which will finally resolve the outstanding matters for ^^fi. K J O'D
and Peepingee Pty Ltd.

I'*
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RERGUSON, KENN:BISON AND ASSOCIATES
^NV^. ONlv^FirAL, CONSl:IL'TANTS
113 Brazier Road
YANCll^P WA 6035

un^ DAYID linerLEY
coi, ^mssioNER
SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION
LOCICED BAG No. 4
BENTLEY D^LIVERY coN'TRE WA 6983

Dear ^^it Hadey

NOi'I. ", CATION 0^' 1.1^ '1'191^ 'I'lON To CLEAR ABoi:IT 300.1, ha OF LAND ON
, LOCATED 

 BY K J O'Dl^:A, ON BEHALF OF PEEPING^E Fry LTD.

1.0

Responses are sought from yourself, as Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation, in relation
to maters that eventu^d subsequent to the time of the notification of intention to clear QQ'01C)
by KJ O'Deaon behalfofPeepingee Pty Ltd, dated 26/03/1997, about 300.0 ha of regrowtli
native vegetation on , located .

Failure to comply with the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 (the Act) and applicable
Admini^tintive Law by the Agencies involved in the assessment process of the NOIC and
resultant imposed Soil Conservation Notice (SCN) on  are the mmn
runt^s that the questions win address.

in previous correspondence regarding this assessment of the NOIC of 1<. 1 0'Dea. on behalf of K
O'Dea and others in the fontly involved with Peepingco Pty Ltd, Government were infonned
that there were mutters that would require a response in the future, as well as ^mages being
sought, with no comfort available under s46 of the Act to those who have failed to comply with
the either the Act or applicable A, Im;hishative Law in the assessment process of their NOIC. )

The situation becomes mitenable for landowners subntithiig a NOIC, when public servants
employed within Government Agencies demonstrate a disregard for foct and law, and still
continue to do so in the assessment process, even thong!I being continually warned by us on
these matters for over five years.

It is extremely doubtfiU that if KJ or K O'Dea on behalf of Peepingee Ply Ltd notified to clear in
subsequent cases to their case, but prior to the Environmental Protection Amendment Act 2003
becoming law, whether the toamient mated out to foam since March 1997, by those responsible
wittiiii the Agencies, would then have been any different Our experience, and indeed that of
many others, is hat yourself as the Conmiissioner of Soil and hand Conservation, foiled to
accept and continued to disregard the main Teeoimnendation wittitn the Report made by the
Appeal Committee* 08/12/1998, convened under section 39A of the Soil and Land Conservation
Act, 1945, to examine the evidence to support theirnposition of the SCN.

INTRODIJCrlON

Telephone: (08) 9561 6842
Facsiinile: (08) 95616843

Your Ref: 970064V02P05



It is argued that tits disregard for ftict and law was and had become systemic in the actions of the
Office of the Conunissioner of Soil and Land Conservation, where in many cases no attention
whatsoever is paid to the application of the Doctrines of Naturel Justice, Legitimate Expectation
and Ultra Vires in the assessment of notices of intent to clear subznitted by landowners.

Basically the Appeal Cornmittee found hat the "opinion" evidence of your Deputy
Coriumissioner had no scientific evidence on which he based his "opinion " it seen^Ig to be a
generic opinion with the assumptions not being substantiated. This practice 11as been evident in
many other assessments including those from a previous Commissioner, Mr KGvin Goss,
previous Deputy CollL, ,lissioncr, Mr John Duff, present Deputy Coriumissioner, Mr Andrew
Watson, Acting Deputy Commissioner, ^^11' Jim Dixon and yourself, as the present COR, ,, mssioner
of Soil and Land Conservation.

It must be deter Tinned flitougli investigation by an appropriate Authority, whether the actions
resulting in the evident financial damage to Peepingee Ply Ltd, Directors K I and K O'Dea,
result from a combination of incompetence of only some or all of those named above, or
alternutively, tlirougliapplying predetermined methodology, including the Memorendum of
Understanding (Mou) between five Goverimnent Agencies and a Statutory Authority, the
Environmental Protection Authority 01^FA), for the protection of remnant vegetation on private
land in the agricultoral region of Western Australia, to achieve an outcome for a noble cause, hat
being the prevention of as much Gleamg of native vegetation as possible for the "public good. "

O'

2.0

From our experience there is little attempt by the Agencies and their employees concerned with
land Gleamg matters to resolve disputes as there is a reliance on the use of SCNs in many
instances, without providing any advice whatsoever to the landholder on how to avoid the
allegation of land degi. adatiori, to enable productive and sustainable use to be obtained from the
land. Examination of the Functions and Duties of the Commissioner, sections 13 and 14
respectively of the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 (the Act) and the Report for the Soil
and Land Conservation Council on Proposed Reform of the Soil and Land Conservation Act
(Environmental Defenders Office, Undated), demonstrate quite clearly that the Act is structiired
for the productive use of agriculti^al land, not for the preservation of native vegetation for its
conservation value

Our LINE OF MAI"I'";us IN Tnn D^CISION. riftAMNC PROCESS

.
Land itIat has been released for agi. iculturel purposes, for which a NOIC is received, should have
every assistance provided to the landowner by those withn the Office of the Coriumiissioner of
Soil and Land Conservation, to enable productive agi. icultural, horticultural or silvicultural
production to be obtained from that land. This applies throughout both the NOIC process and
after clearing, to maximise agricultural production whilst maintaining sustainability of that land.

In fact the reverse applies, with every impediment that the Office of the Cornrriissioner can think
of being brought to bear on the landliolder, to prevent clearing taking place. The Peepingee
case is a clear demonstration that this applied and was the order of the day. No better evidence is
required than that of the imposition of a Soil Conservation Notice (SCN) by the Deputy
Collunissioner Soil and Land Conservation, Mr hadrew Watson, over the whole of the notified
area, when the A1bany Office Hydrologist, Mr R Ferdowsiari recoinmended that 70ha could be
cleared without causing land degradation. Your Deputy Coriumissioner utilised the evidence as
he saw fit, acted with bias, to achieve a preconceived outcome, no clearing, or as little as
possible, even if procedures and processes were utilised to replace the law.



2.1

What is evident in tints matter is ariat the attempt by the Agencies to implement processes and
procedures in place of law is a total and ruiniitigated disaster. How they have been allowed to
accomplish tins can only be attributed to the failure of the relevant Ministers having a lack of
understanding of the matters applicable to sustalriable land use and the law. However, far more
to blame are the plainly incompetent advisers itIat they employ and those witttin the Office of the
Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation, who apparently have no idea of the issues and the
law applicable to these matters. The Office of the Crooni Solicitor is available for advice, but if
they were used by the Agencies, then, in many trustsnces, wrong advice must have been given to
the Agencies requesting their advice.

The demonstrated disregard for the Doctrines of Naturel Justice, Legitimate Expectation and
Ultra Vires, bias and the use of uusubstantiated opinton evidence are a recipe for disaster.
Examinetion of the Peepingee matter leaves Do doubt whatsoever, that there has been a foilure of
the Agencies to recognise and apply the law as it should be applied, not on the whims and
inICies of public servants, who have adequately donorstrated tliat they are not servants of the
public, but servants to their own goals of the retention of as much native vegetation as possible
for the "public good. " They Ianow ttiat there is no compensation available and payable under the
Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945, Their method of the "bligliting of the land" by the issue of
a Soil Conservation Notice has been and is still effective in saving the Government money.

Fezgusoii, Kernieison and Associates wish to make their position quite clear when presenting this
document for K I and K O'Dea, Directors of Peepingee Pts, Ltd with questions to you as the
present Commissioner for Soil and Land Conservation, with both ourselves and yourself
knowing that you have been accepting of these practices as 601,077de since your appoininient in
August 1998. Our position is that all determinations of notifications of an intention to clear
native vegetation, by the public servants empowered to act, shall be detennined according to the
law, that detennination being in Goofomiity with the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 of
Western Australia and the Admititshative Law applying in Western Australia to these matters.

t is necessary to present to you as Conarnissioner, the events that allowed the illegalit tos in the
assessment of notices of intent to clear since 1995 and also, how it was able to continue
unchecked, with the resultant financial damage to K I and 1< 0'Dea and many other landowners.

Examination of events resulting from the Cabinet Directive of 1995, those responsible for the
production of the Memorandum of Understanding between five Agencies and the EPA for the
protection of native vegetation in the agr. icultural area of Western Australia, and flirtlier,
detennining if the authors and the signatories to the Mou investigated to determine whether it
complied with the law, are certainly required as part of the investigative process. From that
investigation a detemiination should be made as to whether charges of negligence, intentions to
deceive and a foilure to comply with the Doctrines of Aimiriistrative Law should be pursued by
the Government and landowners against the authors, the six signatories and those representino
those present positions, who have accepted that Mou in total, with its disregard for I^ICt and law.

Following on from this, we will also be able to recommend to Goveniiiient that those public
servants in the Agencies, who were responsible for the production of the Mou, an illegal, null,
void and invalid document, should be brouglit to account for any material witliin that document.
that fails to reflect the intent of the Cabinet Directive of 1995, including the implementation of
the necessary changes to the Act or its Regulations to make those changes lawful.

REQUIRED LEGAL PROCEDURES

3.



Further, we intend, after our examination of the case for Peepingco Pty Ltd, Directors KJ and
K O'Dea and others before you and those still teniairiing to have questions asked on their behalf,
to be able to recornmend to tints GoveuL, Lient t}Iat all those acting in contravention of the law
should f;,. ce the full force of the law. This applies to those compiling the Mou, with its disregard
for fact and law, then implementing it, knowing hat the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945
(the Act) and its attendant Regulations of 1992, had not been altered to reflect the Gove^Grit
Position (noted in EPA Bulletin 966, December 1999), as outlined in the Cabinet Directive of
1995, to make the Government Position as outlined legal. Iftliis means Grinitnal charges being
pursued, then tints must be the case Irreparable financial haringe was inflicted on Peepingee Pty
Ltd, the Directors KJ and K O'Dea, and many others in the mml industry by irresponsible public
servants, who must be made accountable for their actions,

It is evident from the Cabinet Suniinary Sheet dated 27/02/1995, received by Cabinet
03/03/1995, and the date of decision 10/04/1995, the Briefing Note 24/05/1995,1< Coss to the
Minister of the day and the EPA Bulletin 966 of December 1999, hat the intention was this, the
policy will be e, :forced by a Regz, ICtio, I wader the Soil gad toad Conservation ^cr, The
Goven"nent position outlined in the Cabinet Directive, as noted in the EPA Bulletin 966, dated
December 1999, was enforced by the public servants itITougli the Mou, but no changes to the
Act or Regulations were placed before Parliament to provide support for the changes.

Therefore, it is evident tint the EPA Bulletin 966 statement, 3.1. I, page 5, is a true extract from
the Cabinet Sunninmy Sheet and its following Cabinet Directive, Section 3.3, Option 3 :
Restrictions on clearing. It is argued that the senior public servants involved, sigted a document
the Mou, which they knew disregarded fact and law because of many factors, including the
fomire to implement a Regulation under the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 to legally
validate the changes in the assessment process. Those signatory senior public servants,
consistently through the Mou process, and utilisirig the Mou itself; must also be held
accountable for their actions and future inaction, as they have been informed of the failure to
implement the proposed regulation. As Commissioner, you have been consistent in your
acceptance of that document signed by the then Conrrnissioner of Soil and Land Conservation,
Mr KGviriGoss on 07/03/1997 and his included Supporting Manual, 4.3, signed on 10/04/1997.

Forthennore, you accepted the policy outlined by the then Minister for Primary industry and
Fisheries in the Media Statemerit armounced on March 5,1999,001.10wledging to Mr J Dival
and Mr I Ferguson, at a meeting on 23/03/1999, that you had input into their preparation and
accepted them in the advertised fomiat. These changes to process and procedure in the
assessment process disregarded law. As Coriumissioner, you then followed them with two
documents in November 1999 and May 2000, Land Cleafuig Proposals for Rural Zoned Land in
Western Australia, in accordance with the Mou between the five named Agencies and the
Statutory Authority, the EPA. Both these documents are ultra vires the Soil and Land
Conservation Act 1945, contravene parts of the Doctrines of Administrative Law, demonstrating
a near total disregard for law, for which you as Comumissioner are jointly responsible.

I'

.

.

2.2

Outlined are definitions related to the issue of natureljustice, these relevant to this matter.
I, natural justice: The rules developed within the legal system generally, and the courts in

particular, to ensure that those having the power to settle legal disputes, act f^. iny.
2. at, di alteram parte",: Hear the other.

BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE RULES OF NATURAL JUSTICE



cadi"Iter"", PC, tern is one of the two limbs of the concept of unfurljustice, the other
being memoj"der in CO2rs@ sun The andt citer@in panem rule requires that both parties to
any proceedirig (especiallyjudicial):

(1) be given prior notice of the case they have to meet;
(2) sufficient detail of the case agalrist them so that they may be able to def;end

themselves; and
(3) an opportunity to argue their case before the person deciding their case.

3. memo irudex in eausa SLas no one should be the judge in his own cause. The principle of
memoj"der in caws@ sun requires generally that those who have been invested with the
power to settle disputes between others should:

(1) approach each case with an open rimd;
(2) treat all the parties equally; and
(3) have Do private interest in the outcome of the proceed^s.

The principle tint no man should be ajudge in his own callse is the second of the so called
"limbs of neturoljustice; the other being az, di alter@in partem, It is also refisrred to as the "rule
against bias. "

3.0 Tan CASE FOR ^EEPIN'GEE Fry LTD, OneECTORS, 1.1 AND K O'DEAs
NOIC 

Peepingco Ply Ltd, Directors K J and K O'Dea, represented by K I O'Dea, notified to clear
0,101C) about 300.00ha of land on the 26/03/1997 on the western sectors of the above named
locations. This area notified was part of an overall area of native vegetation of approximately
380.0 I^. Their intention was to leave up to 110.0 I^ of itIat vegetation, which was nearly all
regr. own^, having been cleared in 1974, a considerable portion topdressed with formser at various
times and stocked since that time. Mr K I O'Dea, on advice from the Albany District Office of
the Departrrient of Agriculture, notified an area of 300.0 ha for clearing, leaving the location of
that area witltin the 383.0 ha of vegetation to be determined by that Office.

The total area of the two locations is approximately 1337.0 ha with 697.0ha or 52.2% of the
property area under pasture. K I and K Odea's intention was to clear approximately another
270.0-3001^ out of the overall area, that finally was subject to the imposition of a Soil
Conservation Notice (SCN)* After the cleating of their iritended minimum area of 270.0 ha there
would have been over 27% of the property retained as remnant vegetation.

The area notified to clear, as stated earlier* had previously been cloned in 1974 and had clover
and fertilizer spread over at least 60% of its area. This land was used for the winter grazing of
cattle from the time of porchuse in 1980, until the objection to the clearing was received over the
whole of the vegetated area of 380.0 haori 24/07/1998

A site visit was undertaken of the areanotified to clear on 16/05/1997, by Ms Jin Lisson and ^, fr.
KGvin Shamun of the A1bariy Department of Agriculture.

There was an objection dated 18/08/1997 to the NOIC from the Conynissioner of Soil and Land
Conservation, received by K J and K O'Dea, disallowing any clearing of the notified area.
Mr K I O'Dea disputed that objection and the rutsubstantiated reason, which had no scientific
support. He was infonned hat if he disagreed with their objection, he would have to request that
a SCN be imposed and to then appeal its imposition to the Colonitssioner under s34 (1) the Act.



The times for the assessment process were 143 days from the filing of the NOIC, 27/03/1997 to
the objection date of 18/08/1997. A further 11 months elapsed before the issue of the SCN on
22/07/1998 on request by K J O'Dea. This approach was taken by K J O'Dea, as he had been
infonned by the Deputy Coinmisssioner, Mr Andrew Watson that to dispute their objection to
clearing on the notified land on their opiriton of land degradation gi. oarids in the fomi of on site
and'or offsite salinity being likely to result if the proposed clearing was carried out, he had to
request the imposition of the SCN. There was no necessity for uns approach as Peepingee Ply
Ltd could have removed the legi. owth vegetation, as there was no SCN imposed on the notified
area to clear. Deceit was on display by the Deputy Cornniissioner tiffougiiout this whole process.

The Ministerial Appeals Committee Report of 08/12/1998 referred to this complex and
bureaucr@Itc chain of events tz!, pem. s io have been triggered by Mr K J O 'Dec <:17pro"ching
Agric"liare 17^for advice on whatp@rt of his veget@ted block may be SIIit@61e or accept@b!ejbr
cle@ring and Mr O De@ stated that he was WIPrtsed that he was @c#I, ised to submit an Noribr
the whole block @1tho31g/i lie had ,, o intention of clearing it @11, then was more SI, ,prised to
receive the Commissioner Is o^leetio" io any clearing (dated 18/08/1997) witho21t/itther
discussion or explanationfrom 1187ic, ,!fure JP^.

On the 24/07/1998, the Commissioner (Regulatory), Mr hadrew Watson issued a Soil
Conservation Notice on 381.1ha or 26% of the property, stating among other things, the reinov"I
of vegetation fom these areas of I@"d is notpermirted dad these areas are 10 be protected with
13:12"hg 41nvestock ore to be grazed o13 @^,'@ce, ,! areas. This SCN was appealed to the Minister
under s34 (1) of the Act, being fbUowed by a detailed subintssion provided on their behalfby Mr
Ashley Front.

The previously mentioned Appeal Coriumittee, consisting of Members Mr 10n Wanen
(Chainnari), Department of Agr. iculture, Mr Charlie Nicholson, Deparinient of Environmental
Protection and ^^^fr. David Thornpson, a former of Kataiimng, was appointed by the Miritster for
Primary industry and then conducted a site visit on 04/11/1998.

,\

.

They expressed concern that there appeared to be si^, ificant inconsistencies in the reasons given
for the imposition of the Soil Conservation Notice. The Appeal was partly upheld by the I\^flirtster
for Primary industry, with the objection to the clearing being removed from up to 150,111^ with
an Agi. coment to Reserve to be imposed on a sinnlar area of this regrowth native vegetation.

On the 18/02/1999 as a condition of the removal of the objection, K J and K O'Dea had to agree
to retain 220.0ha of vegetation in perpetuity under PartlVA, Section 30B, Soil and Land
Conservation Act 1945. This was contrary to the area outlined in correspondence of 17/12/1998
by the then Minister for Primary industry, Mr Monty House, MLA, in which he made the
following statements:

I . that the Conmiissioner identify an area of up to 150.0 ha for clearing which will not cause
land degr'adation; and

2. that as a condition of clearing, that an equal amount is reserved through an Agi. eement to
Reserve (ATR) and that the condition of the ATR can be negotiated with the
Cornrntssioner for Soil and Land Conservation, Mr Andrew Watson

The Deputy Commissioner, Mr hadrew Watson discharged the SCN on 150.1ha on 01/07/1999.
The Agi'eement to Reserve 220.0 ha was previously signed four and a half months earlier on the
18/02/1999 on Location 6478, by two Directors of Peepingco Pty Ltd, Mr K J O'Dea and
Mrs I R O'Dea. Mr David Hartley was the Coriumissioner with overall responsibility at this time.

.



4.0

Section four provides further infomiation, relevant to the introduction in Section 22, Brief
Outline of the Rules of Natural Justice. This section precedes section five, the Grounds of
Dispute on behalf ofKI and K O'Dea, the Directors of Peepingee Pty Ltd. This is related to
actions and onitssions in contravention of the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 and various

Doctrines of Admititstr'ative Law, exhibited by public servants througli the Office of the
Corninissioner of Soil and Land Conservation when assessing their NOIC. in particular those
actions in contravention of both ^Ie Act and Doctrines of Administrative Law apply to the
Deputy Commissioner Soil and Land Conservation, Mr hadrew Watson, Mr Kern Goss, the
previous Coriumissioner, and the present Commissioner, Mr David Hartley, from the date of his
appoininient to the position in August 1998,

The principles off^it play and elementary justice are at the heart of Natural Justice. The common
law on which the Western Australian Legislation is based readily imposes a duty to give a fair
homing on authorities and officials on the basis that such administrative authorities and officials
must act 'judicialIy" and must abide by the dictates of "Natural Justice".

in modem Aimiiriistrative Law the expression "Natural Justice" has a technical meaning. It
comprises two basic conunon law rules developed to ensure that a fair procedure is followed in
niaki^g aria(Iministrative decision affecting the rig!Its or other interests of individuals, This duty
to act '^udicially" will always be applied whenever a person's property riglits are affected.
However it is not only confined to this area.

111 Ridge v Baldwi" (1964) ,IC 40 atpp. 65-71, Lord Reid identified tree main categories of
legal rights which will attract the protection of Naturel Justice and of these, property rights is

ADMINISTRATIVE Am, i STATUTE LAWS PEEPINGEE PTY LTD
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one,

Since that case was decided, Natural Justice protection jus been extended well beyond the
concept of what could be deterlimed strictly as legal rights, in Far Jusz, 7071ce Ltd v Win, ,eke
(198. ^) 151 CLR 342* Mason J said at p, 360:-
"The application of the rules QIN@t, ,r@! Justice is not limited to cases where the exercise of
power of'ects rights (liphich ore legal) in the strict sense. It extends to !he exercise of a power
which q!^"ects interests ondprivilege or which deprives aperso, , of a "legitimate expecto/ion " to

borrow the expression of Lord Dell, zing MR in Schmid, v Secretary @1st@telbr Home 11. ffotrs ^
(1969) C!i. 2,149 at 170, in circumstances where it would, ,ot bel:Itr to deprive him of that
expec!@tto" without a hearing. "

Such expectations have always been regarded as applying to property rights and where an
authority or official is empowered to adversely affect the interest of an individual.

It is submitted that in an administrative context, an administrative authority or official is required
to "@orjtzir!y in the discharge of its or his starz, ton, duties "

Natural Justice and fairness were thus regarded as synonymous, in such cases, then, Natural
Justice can be described as 'iair play in action, "

111 Australia, the prevailing judicial view, it is submitted, is that Natural Justice (or the duty to act
fairly) are not separate prtnciples but that the latter flows from the fomier. in short, then, the
concept of fairness is used to denote the level of procedoral standards that are required to satisfy



the Demands of Naturel Justice in the circumstances of the particular case; Solemi v MacKel!ar
or0,2.1 (199Z) 137 CLR 396atpp. 399,418 gad460, . Gord, zer I, Dairy hawsi, 3, of New South
Wales (199ZI I NS, ,'LR 505 atp.p. 532-533

In short, the Australian courts have applied the dicnmi of Kitto J. in Mobi1 0:111"strong Ply, . Lid
v Federal Commissioner of Torch0" (1965!) 113 CLR 475 atp. 504, namely:-
" What the law requires in the discharge of 92, ^si=I'"did@!1:47, ctio, a isj"dictaljtzir"ess. That is ,lot
a lobe!for amyl::red body of 73,18s. What is 1:1ir in any given situation depends I!POP3 the
circa, "ant@, toes.

5.0

Section five outlines the individual Grounds of Dispute. Overlap is relevant tomlOSt Grounds of
Dispute, alitiougliindividuallyitentised evidenceis provided. This for example becomes
apparent when examining the actions of the Deputy Commissioner in his "opiriton" findings,
where Statute Law applicable to the detem, mation of the Comumssioner is contrivened as well as
the Doctrines of Natiiral Justice, Ultra Vires, Legitiniate Expectation and Procedural Fatness.

As outlined in Section four, this applies imparticular to the actions and omissions of those public
servants holding the various positions from the time of notification of an intention to clear
received 27/03/1997, tiirougli to the sale of Plantsgenet Locations 6988 and 6478 to the rubany
Plantation Forest Company of Australia Pty. Ltd of 46 Serpentine Road, Albany on 30/06/2000.

This includes the Commissioner, Mr Kevin Goss and Deputy Commissioner Soil and had
Conservation, ^^^It' Andiew Watson and other public servants concerned with this NOIC, A^11. Jim
Dixozi, Senior Soil Conservation Officer, Office of the Commitssioner of Soil and Land
Conservation, South Peril^ Hydrologists, ^^11. Rubi Ferdowsiari of A1bariy Departtnent of
Agi. joulture and Mr Rod Short of the Departinent of Agi. iculture, ESPerence. Also included are
Land Conservation Officers, Ms Jinian Lisson and Mr Kevin Shallun, who attended with Ms
Lisson for the property inspection of the area notified for clearing and surrounds, Ms Lisson
compiled the Report, which she signed on 03/06/1997.

The Cabinet Directive of 1995, which resulted in the Mou, signed on 6 and 7 Mareh 1997,
becoming operative on 10/04/1997, would have affected the whole procedure in the assessment
process. This Mou reversed the onus of proof for land degi. adation from the Commissioner to
KI and K O'Dea, the Directors of Peepingco Pty Ltd. It is argued that this fact explains the
cavalier attitude and actions of the Deputy Comumssioner, Andrew Watson, lack of interest of
the Coinimssioner ^ KGvin Goss and all of those in a position of trust assessing their NOIC.

It is also reasonable to request that questions be asked in regard to the Grounds of Dispute of all
those signatories to the Mou and/or those holding the position representing the signatory of the
Mou, up to the time of sale of Plantsgenet Locations 6478 and 6988 on 30/06/2000.

This then effectiveIy includes Mr Bernard Bowen who succeeded Dr Ray Steadrnan as Chainn
of the EPA in late 1997 and I\^Ir David Hartley, the present Commitssioner of Soil and Land
Conservation who succeeded ^^fr. Kevin Goss, the then Commissioner in August 1998.

Throughout this period there has never been a complete examination of the problems inflicted
upon those submitting the NOIC. The two Legislative Council Standing Cornmittees
investigations into these matters have now had the promised response from Goverritnent,

GROUNDS OF DISlPITTE

.
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5.1 BRIBACllES: Tnn DOCTRINES AND RULES OF NATURAL JUSTICE

That most rules of Naturel Justice were breached, in particular the Doctrines of Ultra
Vires, Procedural Fatniess and Legitimate Expectation, by the Commissioner of Soil and
Land Conservation, Mr Kevin Goss and his Office in the assessment process of the notice
of intention to clear 300.0 ha of native vegetation, on Plantagenet Locations 6478 and
6988, submitted by KJ O'Dea on behalf of Peepingco Pty Ltd, dated 26/03/1997. These
breaches are evident in the subsequent imposition on 24/7/1998 of the Soil Conservation
Notice on 383.1 ha of their regrowth native vegetation, which was part of their grazing
land. These actions resulted in financial darlinge to Peepingee Pty Ltd, the family fann
being the major income earner for KJ, EC, IV and MJ O'Dea, with the farm then being
disposed of to A1bany Plantation Forest Company of Australia for the Bluegi^n industry.

All example is the imposition of the Soil Conservation Notice on 24/07/1998 without the
provision of the necessary scientific evidence to substantiate the "opiriton" evidence of
the Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation (Regulatory), Mr andrew Watson, his
foilure and the failure of the Coriumssioner of Soil and Land Conservation Mr Kevin

Goss to Gooforrn with the required and relevant parts of SI3 and SI4, Functions and
Duties of the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 (the Act), Also their actions were
ultra vires the Act, being in breach of both Statute and Admittistradve Law.

One exainple is the coriumon law rig!It to be heard, MeHugli I in HgO, ,cher v rite
Minister or Jinmi arto, , gad Ethnic A airs 1991 69CLR 648 at 680 where his Honour

9.

said:

Pro$;peetive, us well us existing rights, interests, privilege gad be, a^mrs @re now within the
doingiris of"@tarroljt^tree. Jus! OS the common low h@s traditionally given aperso" Ihe
righi to be heard 6407e the exercise of@ sZ@tutorypoi-"er o11 any of his existing righ!s or
intorests, so the common Ion rlow gives a person the right to be bedrd 6407e the exercise
of@ SI"tutorypowerpr, ;13rdices some righi; interes, orprivtlege or benefit which rhe
person con legi!tingte!y expect to obtain or e, :joy in then, tyre. The common Imp righr to
be heard may, of coarse be arc!31ded by statute. Bat on intention to excl"de is not to be
assume4 nor is it to be ^!7elled outji. om indirec! references, gracerr@in fly;:re, ,ces or
e "iyoc@Iconsider@troll, . Commissioner o Police v Tanos 1958 98CLR 383 at 396

Throughout this matter, from the time of notification of animtention to clear, 26/03/1997.
to the imposition of the Soil Conservation Notice, without its substantiation by scientific
evidence on 24/07/1998, the Coriumissioner (Regulatory), Mr hadrew Watson was not
cooperative, being exactly the opposite, He was deceitfiil in infonning KI O'Dea, among
other things, that if he wanted to lodge an appeal against the objection to the clearing.
dated 18/08/1997, that to do so, it is he who must request the imposition of the SCN, and
then proceed to appeal once it was imposed by the Commissioner. What he deliberately
foiled to do was infonn K. I O'Dea that he could have cleared the notified area at any time
from the 90 days after the acceptance of the NOIC at the Office of A1bariy Agriculture
WA, as there was no SCN in place on the land, only the treat of the one to be imposed.

KJ O'Dea, on behalf of Peepingee Pty Ltd acted f;^iny andjustly throughout the whole
process, but in return the evidence will demonstrate the lack of courtesy, failure to
conform with the Act and the Administrative Law Doctrines named above. The deceit
and contempt with which he was treated, CUIminated in the imposition of an Agreement
to Reserve in perpetuity, not on 150.1 I^ maximum as required by the Minister for



Frillmy industry, but 220.0 ha as demanded by the representative of the Deputy
Corninissioner (R. egulatory), Mr hadrew Watson in final is adon of the whole matter.

KJ O'Dea had little option but to finalise the process by signing away any riglits to the
land in perpetuity, having to tolerate itlis deceit, incompetence and willingness of the
public servants concerned in tins matter to secure land for the "public good, " at the
expense of Peepingee Piy Ltd, This was demonstrated by the actions of Mr Jim Dixon,
acting on behalfof^^fu. David Hartley, the Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation
which not only breached Doctrines of Naturel Justice, but because of its far reaching
implications will also be ex, ,mined separately as a Ground of Dispute.

OPINION ^VinENCE: BERACllES, NATURAL JUSTICE AND ULTRA VIRES5.2

That throughout the process, from the time of subnitssion of their notice of intent to clear
0101C) dated 26/03/1997, the imposition of the Soil Conservation Notice dated
24/07/1998, to the sale of the two locations on 30/06/2000, that K I and K O'Dea, besides
being denied natureljustice, procedural f^jiness and their legitimate expectations in the
assessment process, in that the Coriumssioner Soil and Land Conservation (Regulatory),
lv^' andrew Watson, being responsible to the then Coinmi!^!^ioner of Soil and hand
Conservation, Mr Kevin Goss, among those and other statements, issued the following
directive without scientific evidence to substantiate it, I wish to ip!form you that rain of
the oninio, z tmi lintd degrodgtio, t in the form of on-site or, d'or q^:site satinio? is likely to
result ifyo"rproposed clearing is carried o241 Therej'ore, under Port It Section 32 of the
Soil gad Land Conservation 14ci; I in 21stform@!fy, 0^liect to yoz, r notified clearing
proposal. As outlined above, this statement was made without any scientific evidence for
substantiation as required by law for his expressed "opinion. "
Previous evidence available on the use of unsubstantiated "opinion" evidence is available
in 14tham CJ, 111 R V Corel2el!,' ex p@rte The Hado" Bellbird Calories P^, Lf4 (7944) 69
CLR 407 atpp. 430432, and the second case,
Gibbs CJ. in roley v Fadey 0'984) 58 AUR 454. Even on this narrow test of ultra vires,
the Deputy Coinimssioner, Mr andiew Watson imposed a Soil Conservation Notice by
the use of uusubstantiated "opiriton" evidence. Thus he acted in an "arbitrary, capricious,
irrational and not a "bona tide" Inariner, with the result hat his actions and conduct are
invalid on the basis of him acting ultra vires the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 ,
Also he failed to 001.10wledge and recognise the Administrative Law Doctrines of
Natural Justice, Ultra Vires, Procedural Fairness and Legitimate Expectation,

The Coriumissioner and his Deputy Commitssioner are not exempt from the proviso to
accord Natural Justice to all those having their NOIC assessed. As property rights are an
issue and at the heart of the matter, it is now argued that the Co!tuLtissioner is bound to
recognise and abide by the Act and the relevant Doctrines of Administrative Law in the
assessment of all NOIC.

.

In the case of the assessment of the NOIC of Peepingee Pty Ltd, his actionsin failing to
support his "opimon" with scientific evidence must be recognised as a deliberate act that
was designed to deceive and financially damage Peepingee P'ty Ltd. Having failed to
recognise the applicable Statute and Administrative Law in fbrrning his "opinion " his
decisions being beyond the powers gr. anted to the Commissioner under the Act, he now
becomes liable for damages and further action, not only on his matter, but on many other
similar decisions made in Western Australia against the fulliing conitntiriity



5.3 BREACHES: OPINION & T^CumlCAl. , ByIDENC^ BYlltYDROLOG;1ST, Rill"
F'ERDOWSIAN. ACT'^ONS OF DEPUTY COMMISSION ANDREW WATSON

The Mintsterial Appeals Committee Report, dated 8 December 1998 in their finding
outlined in the their Executive Summary, from their site inspection:

I . hat there was no evidence a shallow aquif^r was or could contribute to on site
saliritty;

2 tliat there was no evidence of on site salirxity land degradation in stintlar land
types adjacent to the area proposed for clearing;

3. that cursory inspection of adjacent fulling country and wetlands also showed
no visual evidence of off site sanntty effects from other agriculturel activities;

4. that the Appeals Committee is of the opinion that there are signiificaiit
inconsistencies between what is evident at the site and the information in the

report supporting the So. I;
5, tint in conclusion the Commissioner's techntcal report seems to be a generic

opiriton and assumptions are not substantiated. It is therefore possible that the
land degradation risk is overstated as it is difficult to detennine the basis of
the technical conclusions; and

6. tliat the Committee agii'cod, however, that areas of the subject land were
unsuitable for Gleamg, pathcularly the wetlands and sand areas,

The Deputy Commissioner (Regulatory) Soil and Land Conservation made no attempt to
resolve matters in the period from his objection to the NOIC, 18/08/1997, itunugh. to the
imposition of the SCN on 24/07/1998, requested by KJ and K O'Deaon the 383.1 ha
area of land objected to on land degradation giiounds because of his "opinion" of the
occurrence of both on and offsite salii, ity, This demonstrated his intention to deceive and
financially damage KJ and K O'Dea, as he knew itIat from 90 days from the acceptance
of the NOIC by his Office, that they could have legally cleared the notified area.

This lack of common courtesy adds further weiglit to available evidence that the
prevention of as much of coring as- possible by the assessing public servants, itIrougli
whatever meatus possible was padinounit. This included the use of procedures, which we
argue many were illegal to achieve that ami, serving the reterition of the native vegetation
for a "public good" by the permanent "bligliting" of the land under a Sol. This is
achieved at no cost to Goveuu, Lent, with the landowner responsible for the total cost,

Our argument is that the problem was magnified because of the inability and failure of
Government public servants to conform with the law. Their actions now require further
investigation on the legalities of their methods of operation on specific matters within th
assessment process. As the Goverrrrnent Response to Report 7, Legislative Council
Standing Coriumittee Public Administration and Finance is available further questions
will now be presented to Goverrrrnent on behalf of landowners. Public servants involved
in the assessment process of Peepingee Pty Ltd, believed that the published document,
the Mou, signed by five Agencies and the EPA, provided the license for them to act in
the arrogant and illegal mariner evident in the assessment process of Peepingee Pty Ltd.

Mr andrew Watson, Deputy Coriumissioner (Regulatory) Soil and Land Conservation
failed to recognise that where a statute expressly requires that 'where there is reasonable
cause to believe" or have an "opinion" that a certain state of affairs exists, the courts have
the power to review an exercise of hat power in order to deterThine whether statutory

11.



requirements were satisfied (see Nakka, dalliivI@rante (1951 A C 56; Bradley v
Coinmo"wealth (1973) 128 C L R 128, C L R at 557 at 574~575; R vf"!@"dReve"we
Commissioners. . Exp@rre Rossini"ister Ltd (1980) ,4 C 962. . R V Secret@, y of State for the
Home Del?@rtme"t; Exporte Khanqj@ (1984) a C 74),

It was incumbent on both the Conunissioner for Soil and Land Conservation, Mr Keviri
Goss and ^, 11. inchew Watson, Coriumssioner (Regulatory) Soil and Land Conservation,
to recognise and acknowledge the illegality of the decision without supporting scientific
evidence, with only an misubstantiated "opiriton" being provided from Mr Rubi
Ferdowsian, hydrologist with Agriculture Western Australia in rubariy. He never left his
desk to inspect the property, failed to consider the land use changes taking place in the
adjoining areas that would certainty result in a reduction in the rise of the water table in
the short terni and certainly the lowering of the water table in the area over the medium
to long tenn. Uptake of water by E, ,cab,pt"s glob, ,lows is apparently of no concern to Mr
Ferdowsiar} or to A^It. Watson in his decision making process. However Mr Ferdowsian is
in good company as other Western Australian Hydrologists have sinnlar opiritons, this
problem being referred to briefly in this document and more widely in later documents to
be forwarded both to your Office and the GoveiiiLLient.

Also it is evident hat neither ^^h. Ferdowsian, the Commissioner (Regulatory), Ivh.
Andrew Watson or the Coininissioner, Mr Kevin Goss, if he was consulted, regarded it
as necessary at any time to substantiate their "opinion" evidence with any drilling over
the notified area, or the area where off-site sannity was designated to occur

Therefore the following questions and statements are justified, with responses on each
item being required from those involved.

I * Why should Mr Ferdowsiari not be required to demonstrate what scientific
evidence he utilised to infonn Ms Lisson, Author of the Report of 03/06/1997 and
the Deputy Cornmissioner, Mr Andrew Watson hat it is likely that satinisa!ion
will occur on both Mr O 'Decs property OS well us the neighboring property?

2. Why in providing itIat evidence, whilst being aware of comments he made on
sannisation occurring on the neighbouring property, did he not aclaiowledge that
the water uptake of Tasmanian Blueguins already being planted to the south,
north east and south west, would have in the future on the water table in the
nearby catchment, with certainly a lowering and not a rising of the water table
being the result?

3* Why, when failing to provide the required scientific evidence to support his
"opinton, " knowing that substantial financial damage to Peepingee Ply Ltd would
result from the failure to remove native vegetation regrowth and replace it with
pasture for grazing by cattle, did Mr Ferdowsian at least have test sites drilled by
piezometer to assist in scientifically supporting his argument of the occorrence of
both on and off-site sannity?

4. That in making the recoinmendation that he would only support the removal of
the regi. owth on 65.0 ha of the notified area, knowing the large scale proposed
planting of bluegurns noted in No. 2, what justified his decision to restrict the
clearing to only 65.0 ha, knowing that there was no visible sannity in the area?

5 . That as the Deputy Conunissioner, Mr andrew Watson, knew that Mr Ruhi
Ferdowsian had only provided "opinion" evidence without scientific support, wh}
did he not request that Mr Runi Ferdowsiarijusti^, his opinion, or alternatively
Mr Andrew Watson provide scientificjustification for his decision of 18/08/1997?

.

.



The decision of ^,^h. Rubi Perdowsiaii, based on his opirtion evidence, accepted by ^^fr.
hadrew Watson is notjustifiable. Mr Watson had the OPPortiiiiity to provide the required
scientific evidence to validate his decision, but failed to take the offered OPPortuniity
trough. the Act. By his actions hit, Watson also demonstrated contempt for the Act

5.4 BREACHESS OFl^ON & TEECEINICAL EVIDENCE BY HYDROLOCIST un^ R
SHORT ACTTONS OF I'm. ANDREW WATSON & OTllER ^unUC SERVANTS

On the 17/12/1998 the Minister for Primary industry; Fisheries, infonned Mr John
O'Don, Peepingee Ply Ltd hat after receiving advice from the Appeals Comintttee, he
had directed the Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation to re-assess the NOIC.
The Appeal Cornniittee had informed him rimt Ihere appears 10 sig, ,;/icont
inconsistencies between what is evident on your proner^, cad the technical i, !formation
SI!pporti, ag the isswing of the Soil Conservation Notice. Also he requested that the
Commissioner provide the services of a qualified hydrologist to undertake further site
inspection of the subject combinent and adjacent catchrrients to identify an area of up to
150.0 I^ for clearing, which will not callse land degradation.

lv^' R Short, Hydrogeologist, Catchment Hydrology Group, Agi. iculture WA, ESPenuice
submitted a comprehensive report, dated 02/02/1999, to the Commissioner of Soil and
Land Conservation, Attention: David Hartley, Andrew Watson.

Mr Short concluded that the technical review has demonstrated conc!a, sire!y that the
ore@s proposedfor clearing will lead to satintty, dad other forms of mad degradation. It is
plotposstble to ide, ,t;15, on ore@ @13!p 10 150. 0 focibr clearing which will, 20t cause IC"d
degr"darto, a. Map unit I cowld be consideredfor c!e@ring 420.5 fro) providing rioterre
coraserv"tio, r valores ore not compromised @,, d day low lying dregs are exc!"ded

Relevant are the following itemis from his report, 02/02/1999, the previous report of
JiniariLisson. , Agriculture WA, 03/06/1997, the Ministerial Appeals Committee Report
and several other statements made by hydrologists of the now Department of Agriculture
and from the Water and Rivers Comumssion, now the Departnient of Environment. These
items, outlined briefly, have comments included where required.

I . That the Report, Agriculture WA by Ms J Lisson identified an area of 65.0 ha that
could be cleared for agr. iculture under the existing land clearing guidelines (Mr
Rubi Ferdowsian, Hydrologist, Agriculture WA),

2. That the Technical Report by Mr R Short, Agriculture WA, Hydrogeologis^
ESPeran CG WA, identified an area of maximum 20.5 ha that could be cleared,
provided nature conservation values were not compromised and also that it was
not possible to identify an area of 150.0 ha that could be cleared without causing
land degi'adation.

3, That the Report, Agriculture WA by Ms J Lisson stated that the proposed land
clearing is recommended only if the proposal is not objected to on Nature
Conservation Values and an An^. is entered into to protect the remaining
vegetation of significance on the property. Comments Both R Short and I Lisson
acted ultra vires the Act in qualifying respectively their approval to clear in 2.
above, stating "provided nature conservation values were not compromised" and
3. '^:Ile proposed amended land cleating is recoinmended only ifthe proposal is



not objected to on a basis of nature conservation values. " These statements will
fbnn a Ground of Dispute.

4. That Mr John O'Dea insisted that I, ^h. Rubi Ferdowsian should have visited the
property, with Mr R Short explaining to him that it was unnecessary for a
hydrologist to do so.

5 That ^^It. R Short also stated that Mr 13erdowsian was only asked for an opir^on
given his expertise in the area. At Do time was he asked to carry out a detailed
investigation or to visit the site.

6. That Mr Short stated tliat ^^^It. 0'Dea appeared not to accept this and continued to
make derogatory comments ^ugliout the visit concenimg officers of
Agriculture WA, Comments Mr Odea had every riglit to express no confidence in
the ability of Agi. iculture WA officers, as they had not conformed with the Act in
the assessment process* with among other on^ssions, their "opimons" not being
scientifically substantiated by driUirig and testing of the depth to water and water
quality. The Commissioner (Regulatory) foiled to conform with the Act in not
instructing Mr Fadowsiarito scientifically validate his "opimon" evidon. co.

7. That the Report by Ms Lisson, which included staterneiits by ^^fr. Ferdowsian and
herselfas the Reporting Officer, 03/06/1997, andtiie Report by Nit. R Short,
02/02/1999 were amphatic in tliat land degradation in the fomi of both off-site
and on-site grinnity would result from the cl^ring of the native vegetation and the
subsequent proposed agriculturel activities. Relevant to these statements, is that
Ms Lisson in validation of her statement on the occurrence of salintty, section I O
Off site Degradation Hazards, stated "Salinity is not visually evident on the
property, however, EM 38 readings taken on the properly during the onsite
inspection has shown areas of salt storage (80 ms/in"). She followed this with
"mobilization of salts in the soil profile will impact on quality of groundwaters,
whether the gr. oundwaters are of isolated perched aquifor or regional groundwater
system. Comments Enclosed is a Memorandum dated 03/09/02 to John O'Dea,
titled salinity survey, Plantagent Locations 6478 & 6988, which showed
suitability for establishing tree crops for the Albany Plantation Forestry Company
during the 1998 season, This involved surveying for soil depth to 2 metres using a
drill, and for soil salintty to a depth of 500 mm using an EM 38 conductivity
metre. The EM 38 readings showed a conductivity of less than 50 ms over the
in, ^ionty of the site. The only areas hat read over 50 ms werelowlying areas of a
clay soil type that were generally surrounded by remnant vegetation and not
suited to timber plantation establishment. The A1bany Plantation Forestry
Company infomied ^^^' K J O'Dea that there were samples also taken from the
area of native vegetation that was under the SCN.

It is argued that there bus been an attempt to deceive and financially damage Peepingee
Ply Ltd, as it is evident that between the two hydrologists they could not find an area
larger than 65.0 ha for clearing for agriculturel purposes, without land degi. adation in the
fonn of sanr}ity occurring within the overall area of 383.0 ha of native vegetation

There was a failure of the Commissioner (Regulatory), Mr hadrew Watson, hydrologists.
Mr Ruin Ferdowsiari and Mr R Short to acknowledge the area of blueguins being planted
in close proxiinity that would affect the water balance in the future over the surrounding
fomis and on Locations 6478 and 6988, Ms DSSon asked Mr KJ O'Dea whether he
would consider planting Tasmanian Bluegurns, with him infomiing her his is not
advisable in the snort terni, as the land for bluegum production needs to be cropped and

I~\
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tored for at least itIree to four years after removal of the native vegetation. ' s '
rovide the OPPommiity for muxiinisir*g the timber production from e trees.

PI e note the conflict between the readings of Ms Lisson and Mr un
03/06/1997 for the Commissioner and hat of the Forest Products CPIminission ougli
South Coast Share^mrs taken in 1998 over the property, inc u g in coin
native V68G ' ' 'tij M L* and Mr Sinnhun finding areas of
salt storage to 80 rosin over the area. The readings may have een e sam ,
interest is that Ms Lisson only provides the upper limit found, recoinmen n g
with saintty, both on and off-site to occur, with any clearing a oye . e re
of 65.0 ha. However South Coast Sharefnrms with a conductivity o ess
over e in^jO 'y. ' hat cleared and had one crop planted on itblueguins, including the

For the resolution of Ground of Dispute No, s. 4, whichis also re at o o
Dispute No. s 5,153, among where the Commissioner tai e to su
"o inton. " with scientific evidence, the following actions are now reqjies
omissions by him and the scientific basis for advice offered to an. co

I, the reason or reacons for differences between the findings o p 'all,
Hydrologi. st and ^^It. Short, Hydrogeologist, of the Departtnen o gri ;

2. the resolution between the difference, or maybe there is not any ergn ,
EM38 readings by Ms Lisson. and South West Shamfarms, with s isson
utilisi3ig the level of areas of salt storage at 80 msg/in, with Sout^^ West .are
Farnis utilisirig the level of less than 50 Ills over Inajority o e Si Qin 11 ' y
then purchased the land and planted Tasnian. ian Blueguins, e examna '
Lisson to detennine if she deliberately souglit areas of litgli readings to validate
her recommendation;
the salinity, if any, itIat is occurring now on that land or adjacent an , . .^n
reconcile that with the findings of the Conrriiittee answer able to e nits e
Agriculture. It is reasona e to expec

no driUirig took place to validate the accepted evidence of bo y ogis
Ms Lissoii, demonstrates the extent to which the Commissioner is prepar o ac
outside the law, being ultra vires the Soil and Land Conservation Act an
the Aimimstrative Law Doctrines of Naturel Justice, Bias and Legitimate
Expectation,
the failure, deliberate or otherwise, of Ms Lissori, Mr R Short an
Ferdowsiari to accept t}Iat plantations of Tasmanian Bluegums were re y g
Ianted to the south east, south and south west of Locations 6478 an an

that those plantings would have an impact on the occurrence o on ^11 i
particular off-site salinity, relative to the clearing of the notified vegeta ion;
the hilum, deliberate or otherwise, of the Coriumissioner (Regulatory), Mr
andrew Watson to not recognise, along with those listed in No. 4 a ve, e
adjoining plantings, noted by Ms Lisson may have an affect on pn-^i e s ,ittity
d will have an affect on off-site saliiiity and therefore neglecting in 'rig in o
account, deliberately or otherwise, of that fact in his opinion evi ence;

3,
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6. the foilure of those public servants, noted above in No. s 4 and 5* in detemiiniiig
their recommendations on the likelihood of salintty occ, ,LLiug, both on and offb
site, from clearing of native vegetation, may have been related to the now well
entreziched new phenomenon that is now being brought to the attention of tile
relevant Authorities who need to be informed of this momentous finding, both in
this State, and also to the Federal GoveLLuuent. This phenomenon, which has
reached epidemic proportions, has now infected and engulfed some O^cors of
the Deparha^Grit of Agriculture, the Office of the Commissioner of Soil and Land
Conservation and their Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner, the Deparinient
of Environment, the EPA Service Unit and the EPA, where it is now an accepted
fact that the removal of"@, tve vegetation on @farming pronerty, by o721rmer
nort6, ing on intentz'o12 to clear glad yep!@ding rhot veget@lion with EMC"bpt, &s
g!o6"jus or Pinus pinuster, will result in the o003,77e, ,ce of both on cad q6=site
s@!fatty.

o

There is a clear demonstration of bias exhibited by both the hydrogeologist and
hydrologist in this case, with Ms Lisson doing her level best in supporting them.
However ^^^It' Short, ^^!It. Ferdowsian and Ms Lisson. have supporters for their investigative
methodology and subsequent conclusions as outlined in No. 6 above. It is evident titat
yoursel^, as Commissioner and ^^^fi' Andrew Watson, Deputy Commissioner, also
wholeheartedly support the above newly found phenomenon.

Untortumtsly for many notifying landowners, including Peepingco Ply Ltd, the EPA
Service Unit and the EPA are willing to accept the validity of this advice without
question and flirther investigation as it suits the agenda of the EPA, which includes no
clcoring in the agriculturel areas. This actual bias, exhibited by the EPA, is evident for all
to see in their publications, recommendations to the Minister of the Environment on
clearing matters and in newspaper articles over at least the last five years.

Furthermore, the EPA Service Unit also clearly supports flits new phenomenon, exhibited
in No. 6 above. The acceptance without question of the validity of the advice from the
Agencies noted above and the EPA and its Service Unit attached to the Deparunent of
Environment, will, among other issues, be addressed in the short term in three other cases
with which you as Commissioner are farmliar, Also as Cornrr, issinner of Soilarid Land
Conservation you win be provided with an opportunity for comment on each case as it is
progressed trough our desigyated process. This is to fulfill our obligations to all public
servants under the Doctrine of Naturel Justice, before the matters are further progressed.

This document and all others to follow, will then be provided to the Hon. Mintster for the
Environment, Dr Iudy Edwards, MLA and Minister for Agi. iculture, Hon. Kiln Chance,
^-rr. ,C, with questions, allowing them to coriument on matters witlimi his document.

The Premier and Minister for Public Sector Management, the Hon. Dr G I Gallop, MLA,
is also being provided with a copy of tins document, with requests for futonnation related
to his dual positions of responsibility. Other documents to be subnxitted to yourself and
respective Ministers will also be forwarded to the Premier. Also very recently, he
expressed confidence in the ability of both the Hon. Miritster for Environment, Dr Judy
Edwards Ml, A and the Minister for Agriculture, Hon. Kim Chance, MLC, to respond to
all questions we have on these matters. It is commendable itIat the Premier bus expressed
this level of confidence in his two Ministers,

o



5.5 ABUSE OF A DISCR^TIONARY POWER: IMPROPER PURPOSE AND
UNREASONABLENESS

This evidence for the above Ground of Dispute, No. 5.5 foamed part of the previous one,
No's. 4, including infonriation on which an "opinion is fomied. Both ourself as
Cornmissioner, the Deputy Commitssioner and those who have provided the infomiation
on which the "opiriton" of land degradation in the fomi of sannity occurring on the
notified land or elsewhere, must recognise and conform with the Adjnin. ist^tive Law
Doctrine of an Abtise of Discretionary Power,

Outlined below are cases which are relevant to the matter of Peepingco Pty Ltd and the
failure to recognise that the "opinion" for both on and off-site salinity to occur will
certainly for this reason alone, noh"it11standir, g others, be unable to be substantiated,
becallse of the Tasinaritan Bluegumu already being planted on adjoining properties when
the property inspection was undertaken by Ms Lisson. The Deputy Commissioner, Mr
andrew Watson, was infonned of those plantings by her, aidiougli hersei^ she also foiled
to place any significance on their potential for the negation of either on or off-site
satinity. However, what is important is that the Deputy Comintssioner, with knowled e
of these matters, chose to ignore hat a reduction in the water table would certainly take
place on those properties and have some effect on land owned by Peepingco Ply Ltd.
However this is not surprising in tliat he is accepting of; and promoting the newly found
phenomenon, noted in this Ground of Dispute and examined and supported more full in
Ground of Dispute No. 5.4.

However, regardless of Tasmanian Bluegi"ns being planted on the adjoining land, the
Commissioner or the Deputy Commissioner were bound to support their "opimon"
evidence with test drilling for both the level of the water table and water nanty. This
was not Gained out by either ^^^fr. R Fadowsiari or Mr R Short, the Hydrolo 'st and
Hydrogeologist respectively.

That the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner never requested that drillin be
undertaken to provide an accurate assessment of the soils and water table is certainl
revealing, in tliat they then demonstrated by their inaction, no interest in jin tovin
agricultural production on Locations 6478 and 6988. The improvement of 'cultural
production without the occurrence of land degradation is the main objective of the Act.
Evidence available from 1995 to the present demonstrates quite clean that *cultural
production was secondary with the achieving of preservation of native vegetation being
the main aim of the Conirntssioner, his Office and other Agencies connected with the
assessment process.

Outlined below in the context of "opinion" evidence are ^n ro er P se and
Unreasonableness, both of which must be recognised and complied with in full b those
exercising a discretionary power

Improper Purpose.

An exercise of a discretionary power by a decision-maker to achieve a purpose or ob'ect
(,!o1/17/12er norive bush should be cleared in 17^, for example the West Australian,
Saturday 16 September 2000) other than for which the power was conferred will be ultra

o
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Swan HillCo, :pointto" v Brada"y (193Z) 56 CLR 746 atpp. 757-758, . Rather Pail^,
Ratlw^, Co. Ltd yin"is, 73, , of Tramporr (1971) Ch. 515 at 528: Municipal Council of
,^!, they v Campbe1! (192. ^) ^C 338; Wentbee Shire Council v Ken (192.3) 42 CLR I;
Webb I, Mints!73, of Housing cadLoc@I Government 0965/1 I IPLR 755 and, ,7th"r rates
clad Co. P^,. Ltd I' Piagetoble Seeds Committee (194. ^) 72 CLR 37, These cases are also
applicable to Ground of Dispute No. 2.

(2, ) Unreasonable. egg

Where a statute expressly requires hat a power be exercised '^easonably" or on
"reasonable grounds, " or where there is "reasonable callse to believe" or have an
"opimon. " that a certain state of affairs exists, such as in s32(I) of the SofterId Land
Conservation Act 1945, the Courts have the power to review an exercise of such a power
in order to determine whether the shintory requirement was objectiveIy satisfied - see
NCR;rel, atz, my, ^., orc, ate (1951) ^C 66; Br@dl^, v Coin", onwealth of^,, strata (1973)
128 CLR 557 atpp. 574-575. . R v17, I@, dReve""e Commissioners: orpor. te Rossini, ,is, er
Ltd (!1984) ^C 952. . R V Seere, @>, of Storejbr the Home DC;!?@..!,,, e"t; exporte Kim, ^i@
(1984) ^C 74. These cases are also applicable to Ground of Dispute No. 2.

Examination of the available evidence clearly indicates that ill the fom^ation of the "o inion"
that land degradation in the fiJrrn of on site and/or off site saintty is likely to result if the
proposed Gleamg is carried out, the Doctrine of the Abuse of Discretionary Power has been
treated as irrelevant and of no consequence by Deputy Commissioner Soil and Land
Conservation, Mr Andrew Watson. His actions were for an improper purpose and unreasonable
in that they were an excellent much earlier example of the bias exhibited in an article in the West
Australian Newspaper Saturday 16 September 2000. Also it is clear ttiat both the then
Comumssioner, ^^^. Keviri Goss, followed by yourself;, with the Deputy Cormnissioner, Mr
Andrew Watson all acting from a predeteruiiried position to prevent as much clearing of native
vegetation as possible, tins being evident from the Cabinet Directive'95 with the resultant Mou.

On the basis of improper Purpose and Unreasonableness, the statements made by the Deputy
Commissioner regarding thenecessity to impose the Soil Conservation Notice bele-exainined,
as it is clear tint there was no scientificjustification for the imposition of the SCN. Fortherrnore.
since your appoiritrnent in August 1998 as Cornimssioner, fully supporting the previous actions
of the Deputy Commissioner, Mr andrew Watson, you are nowjoiritty responsible for the
uusubstaritiated "opinion" evidence which caused financial damage to Peepingee Pty Ltd

INTENTION To DECEIVE AND DAMAGE PEEPINGEE rTY LTD BY
ORDERING THE REMOVAL OF LIVESTOCK FROM THE NOTIFIED AREA,

The Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation, Mr Kevin Goss, from 27/03/1997 to
August 1998, his successor the now Coriumissioner, Mr David Hartley, to 30/06/2000 and
Deputy Corn!:mssioner for both the above named Commissioners, Mr hadrew Watson,
over the whole period, all contributed to the deceit and resulting damage suffered by
Peepingee Pty Ltd. This began at the time of the objection to the notified clearing on
18/08/1997 in the first instance by Mr hadrew Watson, the tolerance of his megal action
by both Coriumissioners Mr Keviti Goss at that time, and then by yourself from August
1998 onwards, these illegal actions CUIminating in the unnecessary and unwanted
disposal of the property to A1bariy Forest Plantation Company of Australia Pty Ltd of 46
Serpentine Road, Albany on 30/06/2000.

o



All examination of the circumstances surrounding the submitted NOIC where K J and
K O'Der notified ariarea of 300.0 ha out of ariarea of native vegetation, 383.1 ha, with
e>:pectation of clearing for agriculture of 2701^-300 ha, demonstrates the deceit,
intention to cause daringe and incompetence itIat KJ and K O'Dea were subjected to by
the Commissioner (Regulatory), Mr hadiew Watson, supported by Mr Kevin Goss, the
Coriumissioner of Soil and Land Conservation.

Further, Mr foldrew Watson in his imposition of the Soil Conservation Notice, dated
24/7/1998 on the whole of the area of native vegetation from which the area notified to
clear of 300.0 I^ was intended to be taken, from that day onwards by his actions without
scientifically substantiated evidence, then deliberately prevented K J and K O'Dea from
pursuing their nomial agricultural activities, the access to and gi'azing of the whole of the
383.1 ha with cattle at various times tilloughout the year as had been the proctiGe by them
since their purchase of the land in 1980 and hat of the previous owner since 1974

Resulting from the action of MrAridrew Watson, without any scientificjustification
whatsoever, was a significant disruption to their grazing activities, with a loss of overall
canying capacity over the property, particularly in the swumer months, this CUIminating
in considerable financial damage to Peepingee Ply Ltd and K. I and K O'Dea.

Flintier to the above, the proposed Soil Conservation Notice was null* void, invalid and
illegal due to the fact that the Deputy Cornniissioner Soil and Land Conservation failed to
base his opinion of 18/08/1997 on inctual and scientifically supported evidence. The
inittimurn legal requirement is that f;,. cuml decisions must be based on evidence, this
meaning probative evidence. Probative evidence is evidence sufficient toilrstify the
decision in question. No evidence

In ABT V Bond, p356-7, at 357 Justice Dean contended that there should be proboiive
evidence and ,/Iai the decision maker should link ihis proborive evidence logically with
the 7:26ts, which its14pposed!y $347ports.

Also the Deputy COLLu, lissioner erred in law denying the right to graze livestock on the
area so designated, which was nomlal fanning practice from the time of purchase in 1980
and previously to at 1974, a part of nomial fatming practice. His NOIC was about the
removal of the vegetation and replacement of that vegetation with pasture. The exclusion
of stock was irrelevant to this NOIC, but the SCN prevented them from proceeding with
theirlawfi. 11 agricultural activities on that land, the grazing of livestock and the fortilizing
of areas of that land, tlius causing Peepingco Pty Ltd to suffer financial damages.

The illegal and unnecessary action of the Deputy Commissioner of Soil and Land
Conservation in preventing K J and K O'Dea from the use of the whole of that area of
regrowth native vegetation and pasture further contributed to the unnecessary sale of the
farm. This action of the Deputy Commissioner, Mr Andrew Watson in excluding
livestock from the total area is seen as deliberate, with an intention to further damage and
reduce the agricultural production of Peepingee Pty Ltd.

Another governing principle in the imposition of this SCN is that a public authority and
its officers may only do what tile legislature has expressly authorised and "whate\, er nia>
fairly be regarded as incidental to, or consequential upon those things which the
legislature has authorised".

o
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Therefore, any action by a public authority, which is outside the tennis of its statutory
powers, or at least not incidental thereto, is ultra vires and therefore invalid. It is
conceded that the Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation has the power to impose
a SCN, but his font:re to adhere to the laws of natureljustice in the imposition of the
SCN, where he ordered the removal of livestock from the native vegetation, this then
Innking his decision ultra vires to the Act

The all important pittase "according to law" embraces standards or limits which the
courts themselves prescribe to fill a legislative vacuum in accordance with their
perception of the legislative intention. Furthermore, the Courts insist that by requiring a
Government Agency or official to observe these standards, they are, in accordance with
their proper supervisory role, confining their attention to the legality, not the merits of the
case under review.

The forced removal of thenvestock of Peepingco Pty Ltd from area of 383.1 I^ subject to
the SCN, caused financial damage to K I and K O'Dea also contributing to their decision
to sell the two locations. There was no scientificjustification whatcoever for the removal
of livestock from the area, a monad 1:1m, ing practice continued by Peepingee, continuing
the practice of the previous landowners from 1974. Forthennore, Peepingee had spread
fortilizer and seed over much of it's area to maintain the productive capacity of the land,
mainly for the sunimer ^Iaziiig by livestock. This practice was ongoing contributing to
the overall production of the land itunugb what sometimes can be times of foed shortage
throngli the sunimer monftrs,

What is Ginpliasised is that this area of land was necessary for overall furn production
and the removal of the use of that land from production by the issue of the illegal SCN by
lvlT' Andrew Watson, severelyjeopardized the conying capacity over the whole farm,
KI and K O'Dea. were not able to come ternis with the pertorrnarice of the Deputy
Coriumissionerinimposing in ft*is SCN on this 383.1 ha of their productive land,
particularly as it formed an important of their enterprise ititougli the slumner months,

mother factor which is relative, atthougli not considered by the Deputy Coriumissioner,
Mr hadrew Watson, was ttiat only 52.2% of the two titles were cleared for agriculture at
the time of the NOIC. He would be also well aware that he was deliberately, by his
action, removing the area utilised for mainly summer grazing, subject to the SCN of 28.6
%, being over one quarter of their land, from any agriculturel use whatsoever.

Mr Andrew Watson would then have be well aware that his action would cause financial
difficulties to Peepingee Pty Ltd and K I and K O'Dea, with it also being incumbent on
him to confbnn with both Statute and Administrative Law. Instead he willingly chose to
disregard both Statute and Administrative Law by acts of commission and omission,
acting ultra vires to the Act and disregarding particular Doctrines of Administrative Law
outlined earlier in this document in Grounds of Dispute, sections 5.1 and 5.2.

His negligence and deliberate intention to deceive by his actions* are further evidenced
when carrying out an examination, from the time of the NOIC througli to the imposition
of the SCN. In the upholding of the Appeal by the Minister that Peepingee Pty Ltd be
provided with an area of up to 150.0 ha for clearing for agriculture with an equal area to
be placed in an Agz'Gement to Reserve, the conditions to be negotiated with the
Coriumissioner. Mr Jim Dixon, for the Coriumssioner, foiled to comply with this edict.



DECEIT OF Ms J LISSON, LAND CONSERVATION OFFicl^R, ACWA AND
MR R SHORT, nunROGEOLOGiSr, AC WA, IN ^'All, ING To INCLUDE
RELATIVE Is Suns IN 'I'Mi!;"^. EVIDENCE.

It is evident that both Ms J Lisson, (03/06/1997), the Reporting Land Conservation
Officer to the Deputy Commssioner, Mr hadrew Watson and Mr R Short (02/02/1999),
both acted with an intent to nitslead and deceive the Deputy Commitssioner and also the
Comumssioner Mr Kevin Goss in the case of Ms Lissori, and Commissioner ^^h. David
Hartley in their decision making process,

They failed to outline or pay any attention in their respective assessments, that the off-site
plantings of Tasn^Inari Bluegimis would impact positively to prevent their "opinion" of a
rising off-site water table, tints foot being utilised by the Deputy Coloniissioner, Mr
hadrew Watson to substantiate his "opinton" for the imposition of the Soil Conservation
Notice on 383.1 I^ of neg, .owni native vegetation on Locations 6478 and 6988.

in several instances Ms Lisson referred to and made statements related to the quantity of
Tasmanian Bluegums, Et, cabpr"s globt, Jus, planted on neighbouring properties,
including under the heading 12.2 Subcatchinent, there h@s been @ large pawmber of
plantings of bluegt, "as in the area, fore@ nor blown) glad it is likely that more ore^s will
be PI@"ted on @ bro@dsc@!e.

o

There is a clear and deliberate intent to mislead and deceive the Connnissioner and

Deputy Commissioner, by the hilum of the Agi. iculture Western Australia Conservation
Officer, Ms Jiniari Lisson, in not accounting for the water balancing affect of these
plantings in the catchnient in the inuuediate vicinity of the land subject to the NOIC.
Forthemiore, the Deputy Commissioner failed to pay any attention whatsoever to that
fact. Therefore the conduct of the Officer and the Commissioner can only be described as
misleading and deceptive and desigyed to cause damage to K J and K O'Dea and
Peepingco Ply Ltd.

Fullennore, Mr R Short, in his Report, Site Inspection und Clearing - Plantagenet
Locations 6478 and 6988 - 0'Der (02/02/1999) examined the available literature and
reports related to the NOIC. The terni of reference used by the Appeals Colornittee was
"whether the clearing of the location would lead to on or off site saliritty.

Mr Rod Short made the following statements in his report, They are:
I . that changing landuse from native vegetation will result in recharge or deep drainage

to suficial and regional aquit;ars. The storage in groundwater aquifers will increase
and result in water table rise. Discharge will occur at topogi. aphically low points in
the landscape or in drainage lines such as the Waychinicup River; and

2. that the technical review has demonstrated conclusive Iy that the areas proposed
clearing will lead salimty and other forms of land degt'adation. It is not possible to
identify an area of up to 150.0 ha for clearing, which will not cause land degi, adation.
Map unit I could be considered for clearing (20.5 ha) provided nature conservation
values are not coinprointsed and any low lying areas are excluded.

At no stage did Mr Rod Short note that the planting of Tasmanian Bluegurns on the
adjointng land would prevent off-site satinity resulting from the proposed clearing on the
notified area.



Therefore we request that Ms Jiniari Lisson, Soil Conservation Officer, AgWA and Mr
Rod Short, Hydrogeologist, chould provide a response titrougli yoii, to our allegations of
their intentions to nitslead and deceive the respective Commissioners and Deputy
Coriumssioner of Soil and Land Conservation, thereby daringing Peepingee Pty Ltd,

Also we provide the OPPortuntty to both yourself and the Deputy Cornmissioner, Mr
andiew Watson, before we progress this mutter, to infonn us why the evidence tliat the
plantings of Tasmanian Bluegillris on adjoiritng land to the two locations would not
prevent off-site salinity and also have some mitigating affect on the "opirxion" tliat
sanriity will result from the proposed clearing of the regr. owth native vegetation.
However, as your individual levels of competency are such that you both subscribe to the
new found theory outlined earlier, that the removal of native vegetation and its
replacement with either I^a, cabp, "s g!obz, IOUs, Pinus radio!a or Pinuspi, ,,^ster will lead
to salintty, advise is required of your support or otherwise of Ms Jiniari Lisson and Mr
Rod Short for statements ill their respective Reports and support for the new theory.

5.8 ACTIONS unTRA VIRES '1'111, ACT BY Ms J LISsoN AND I'm R SHORT
wi'r". AN INTENTION To DECIEVE AND DAIlyiAc^ PEEPi^e^E Fry LTD.

Ms Lisson acted ultra vires to the Act in making the following recommendation, that the
proposed amended load clear. ing is recoinme, ,ded @"^, if the prqpos"! is not o211ected to
o13 the busts on anime GOPasen, @lion VCI"es, dad @72,4greeme"t to Reserve is entered into
to protect the remaining vegetation of sign!ite@, Ice on the prqper@,.

They both failed to acknowledge hat their assessment of the NorC 11as notlitng
whatsoever to do with nature conservation values. Their actions and that of the Deputy
Commissioner in supporting their actions tlIrougli ftie Memorandum of Understanding
(Mou), signed by five Agencies and the Environmental Protection Authority, who all
support those actions, are illegal, being ultra vires to the Act.

Furthermore, they and the Commissioner all finled to recognise that the Soil and Land
Conservation Act 1945 is directed towards conservation of land for its productive
capacity, rather than for reasons of biodiversity protection. This conclusion can be dream
in particular from the Act' s definition of "land degradation", which refers to (a) soil
erosion, salimty, eutrophication and flooding; and (b) the removal or deterioration of
natural or introduced vegetation, rhot may be defyime"tal to the present oni, fure use of
the lapzd These italicised words arguably indicate that the Soil and Land Conservation
Act 1945 is directed towards the preservation of land for its productive capacity, rather
than to preserve biodiversity (Environmental Defender's Office, Undated).

The actions of all three, the Soil Conservation Officer, Hydrogeologist and the Deputy
Commissioner, serve only too well to indicate that their intention was to disregard the
law, replacing it with their own illegal processes and procedures, acting \vitti an intention
to deceive and thus cause financial damage to Peepingee Pty Ltd.

I^, 11' Ian Longson, A/Director General of Agriculture was provided with the evidence (See
attachment) on the actions of Ms Jiniari Lisson in factoring in to her Report of
03/06/1997, that her Section 17 recoilrrnendation was conditional, stating the proposed
land clearing is recommended Qinly if the proposal is not objected to on the basis of



Nature Conservation Values and an ATR is entered into to protect the remaining
vegetation of significonce on the property. The complete support of ^^11. Longson for the
action of Ms Lisson provides evidence that he not only supports her actions ultra vires the
Act, but tliat his support would also apply to the actions and statements of Mr Rod Short,
Hydrogeologist with Ag WA at ESPeruice in his Report of 02/02/1999. As this matter is
progi'essed ^^11' Longson will shortly be provided with the OPPorturtity to respond on
statements runde by ^I^' Rod Short in his Report including his acceptance of a maximum
of 20.5 I^ for clearing, provided nature conservation values are not coinprontised and any
low lying areas are excluded.

The comments of Ms Lisson are certainly are ultra vires the Act, notwithstanding the
statements provided by Mr Longson in her defence. The intention in her statement is to
junke it even more difficult for Peepingee Pty Ltd to gain approval for Gl^ring and
subsequently prevent them progr'essing with their agi'icultoral expansioiL The assessing
Conservation Officers are to assess on land degradation issues alone, as the whole
asses^nent process through the Act is structured for obtaiiimg productive and sustainabl
agriculturel, silvicultoral and horticulturel use from land zoned Runt in Westsm
Australia. As noted earlier in his Ground of Dispute, the Act certainly is not structured
for the conservation of native vegetation for its biodiversity value, but for sustainable
agi'joulturul production with minimal land degradation.

I, ^fr' Rod Short stated lite tech, tic@! review has ,^gino"sirared conclusivefy, that Ihe areas
proposed clearing will Ie@d to s@linto, grid other forms @110"d degradation. It is nor
possible ,o ide"tt6? on ore@ of, 4:7 to 150. 0 hectares for cle@ring which will not cause 10n
degradation, MCI!? unit I could be co, asideredjbr cle@ring 420.5 hq) provided, a@!"re
conservation I, @!wes ore not compromised dad any low lying ore@s ore orchided.

As yourself as Commissioner and Mr hadrew Watson, the Deputy Conunissioner, have
always maintained that Goneervation values do not enter into fomimig of your "opimon "
it is now interesting to find your acceptance of the statements made by ^, fr. Rod Short, and
the Deputy Commissioner acceptance of the statements by Ms Lisson and Mr Rod Short.
Your response can be that you disregard their recoinnieridations on hat particular matter,
however your tolerance, and that of the Deputy Commissioner of actions ultra vires the
Act by employees who must comply with the Act, is of gr. eat interest in this matter

Mr Ian Longson fits witlimi the same category and will be provided with the opportunity
to support or rebut the statements of Mr Rod Short outlined in his Report to yourself and
I^^fr. Watson. The question now asked of yoti, holding the position both of Commissioner
and Director of Natural Resource Management for the Department of Agriculture, is do
you accept in full the statements made by both Ms Lisson and Mr Rod Short, where they
premise their approval to clearing on nature conservation values. You have consistently
denied that nature conservation values are part of the equation in the assessment process
of NOIC ititougli the Act. However your toIeruice of statements by those two Officers
provides ample evidence that it suits you to have them act and provide a report in this
mariner, which includes actions ultra vires the Act and disregard for natureljustice.

What is also enlightening is the support of Mr Ian Longson for the action of Ms Lisson.
As noted he will be provided with the opportunity to support the action of ^^^fr. Rod Short
in his statement within his Report of 02/02/1999 for the Appeal of Peepingee Pts, Ltd to
the Minister for Agriculture for removal of the Soil Conservation Notice.

.
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5.9 FAILtInn To nullERE To INSTRUCTIONS OF Tnn MINIS'I're:R BY J DIXON,
SENIOR ADVISER SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION,

Mr Jim Dixon, Senior Soil and Land Conservation with the Office of the Coriumssio
of Soil and Land Conservation, acting as Deputy Commissioner Soil and Land
Conservation, foiled to Goofomito themmuchons of 17/12/1998 of the Minister for
Primary industry and Fisheries, ^^^it Monty House.

The decision of the Minister was for the Comumssioner of Soil and Land Conservation to
identify an area of up to 150.0 ha for clearing which w;. 11 not cause land degradation and
as a condition, an area equal to that approved for cl^ing to be reserved througli an
Agreement to Reserve (ATR), the condition of the ATR to be negotiated with the
Commissioner.

The Minister, Monty House stated, I am prepared to support the cloning of up to 150.0
hectares and my decision is final under section 34(I) 3 of the Soil and Land Conservation
Act 1945.

This fomue of ^I^. Jim Dixon was in relation to the breaching of conditions of the
Agreement to Reserve (ATR), both in its area of 150.0 ha as stated under s34(I )3 by the
Mintster, instead of the 220.0 ha required by hit. Jim Dinton and his mmubstantiated and
inflexibility of his action in requiring that the area of regi. owlh native vegetation be
registered in perpetuity as an agreement to reserve

Firstly, it is quite clear that the decision of the Minister was the imposition of an
Ag:Gement to Reserve, with the conchtioirs being negotiable. There was no negotiability
with Mr Jim Dixon, representing yourself; as the Commissioner, who then required as a
condition of the approval of the cl^ring of 150.0 I^ that the ATl< be in perpetuity.

Secondly, Mr Dixon enforced the area to be retained under the ATR requiring a further
70.0 11a, or over 46% more land be ramoved from use by Peepingee Pty Ltd, than that
authorised under s34(I)3 of the Act by the then Minister, Mr Monty House.

Therefore it is argued that ^^fr. Jim Dixon, Senior Adviser, Soil and Land Conservation,
contravened the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 and Doctrines of Adniinistrative
Law by his following actions. They are:

I, that he acted ultra vires the Act in failing to adhere to the instructions of the
Minister for Primary industry, Mr Monty House, in particular that an equal area to
that allowed for clearing be retained in an ATR, with the conditions to be
negotiated with Mr John O'Dea, with him not allowing any negotiation
whatsoever on conditions as required by the Minister under s34(I)3 of the Act,
the period of time being set by him in perpetuity;

2 that in acting ultra vires the Act he sought to fir!tier damage Peepingee Pts, Ltd b}
removing an area of land, 70.0 ha from agriculture, this being deliberate, with an
intention to lower overall future production on the land;

3, that Mr Jim Dixon by his actions, both in not negotiating on conditions of the
ATR and in placing an area of 220.0 ha under an An^ instead of the 150.1 ha as
directed by the Minister under s34(I)3 of the Act, contravened the Doctrine of
Natuml Justice, failing to actjudicially when the property rights of Peepingee Pty
Ltd were affected.



1/1Ri^!;'e v Batchi" (1964), IC 40 atpp. 65.71, Lord Reid identified three man
categories of legal rights which will attract the protection of Naturel Justice and of
these property rights is one, The actions of Mr Dixon demonstrated a total
disregard for the property rights of Peepingee Ply Ltd and caused them financial
damage.

Fortherrnore, Mr Dixon failed to recognise that Naturel Justice and fairness are
regarded as synonymous, with Naturel Justice being described asjtztrp!^, in
action In short the concept of f^jiness, for which ^^11. Dixon by his actions
demonstrated a total disregard, is used to denote the level of procedural standards
that are required to satisfy the demands of Natural Justice in the circumstances of
the particular case; Salemi ,, MOCKellm. (7V0.2) (197Z) 137 CLR atpp. 399,418
gad 460, ' Gord"or v Doily Musty of New South 17@!es (197ZI I NSJPZR 505 at
pp, 532.533.

o

included in the Rules of Natural Justice hat will be dealt with in another for^n
are the actions of Mr Dixon with regard to Peepingco Pty Ltd are the following:

a) hat he foiled to consider the legitiinnte expectations of Peepingee Pty Ltd;
by that he failed to afford Peepingee Ply Ltd Procedural Fairness;
c) that he used his authority for an improper purpose, that being to illegalIy

remove control of 70.0 ha of land from use by Peepingee Ply Ltd;
d) that the decision of Mr Dixon was unreasonable in the circumstances in

both }. 10. SI and 2 above;
e) that the decision in No. 2 above was not logical and therefore not valid, as

it was not based on evidence before Mr Dixon, but on the contrary, the
decision from the Minister for Priniary industry under s34(I )3 of the Act
was explicit and final in that 150.0 ha was all that was to be placed under
an ATR, not the area of 220.0 ha as insisted by Mr Dixon;

f) that it romanis to be deteminied whether Mr Dixon was acting under
dictation, where he as the decision maker has allowed himself to be
unduly influenced by another person, that other person being yourself as
the Commissioner or the Deputy Cornrntssioner, Mr Andrew Watson; and

g) hat lastly, it will be demonstrated hat Mr Jim Dinton as an Administrative
Official of the Office of the Coriumissioner of Soil and Land Conservation
has failed to act fairly in the discharge of his duties.

Mr Jim Dixon In the discharge of his duties and exercising his powers in this matter, has
foiled to act with procedural fairness and honesty, been deceitfi. 11 and has failed the all
important requirement that he, the decision maker be and appear to be personally
unbiased in the discharge of his duties.

Forthemiore, as the actions of Mr Dixon, representing yourselfas Con^nissioner, in this
matter of Peepingee Pty Ltd, were not bond/ide in the decision making process in giving
effect to the Soil and hand Conservation Act 1945, in that he intentionally, anion other
things, did intend to deceive and damage Peepingee Pty Ltd, deliberately and knowin I
acted with a disregard to the decision and instructions given to the Comumssioner, dated
17/12/1998, of the Mintster for Primary industry, Monty House under s34(03 of the Act.
therefore yourself as the Comumssioner or Mr Dixon, himself; will be subject to liability
and claims for his actions, with no assistance from Govenrrnent in the flitLire actions for
whomsoever is deemed responsible for this action, either yourself, or ^^^fr. Dixon.
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5.10 FAILURE To CONFORM wil'". THE FUNCTIONS, SI3 & DITTIES, SI4 OF
THE ACT BY 'Iru; Coll^,^mssiONER.

The Cornimssioner of Soil and Land Conservation, Mr Kevin Coss, through his Deputy
Commitssioner Soil and Land Degradation, Mr hadrew Watson failed to comply with the
Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 (the Act), SI3, Functions of Commissioner and
SI4, Duties of Commissioner, in the assesament process after the acceptance of the NOIC
on 27/03/1997.

Among action, ^ ultra vires the Act, fins failure of the Deputy Coriumssioner, Mr hadrew
Watson was an abuse of discretionary powers in hat he failed to recognise itIat the Act is
directed towards the conservation of land zoned "ruml" for agricultiiral production, not
for conservation of native vegetation for its value for biodiversity. Therefore by his
actions, in imposing a Soil Conservation Notice (Son) on the ground of the o001/1rence
of both off and on-site !animity, without any scientific evidence whatsoever to support his
totally uusubstantiated "opinion, " an abuse of his discretionary powers for animproper
purpose has occurred. Mr A Watson in imposing the SCN, acting on behalf of the
Commissioner, ^^^^. Kevin Goss, acted ultra vires the Act in foiling to comply with
SI3(a-c) and SI4(b, e, f and g).

The Deputy Commissioner in nits abuse of his discretionary powers in imposing the SCN
failed to exercise his discretionary powers according to law. 1/1 Ground of Dispute 5.5
his abuse of a discretionary power was noted. Also outlined on pages 17 and 18 of that
Ground of Dispute, with supporting case law from the High Court of Australia, are the
use of a discretionary power for an improper purpose and a failure to act reasonably in
the assessment process in the determination tliat I^alinity, both on and off-site would result
from proceeding with the notified clearing.

It is clear that ^^11' KGvin Goss, the then Conunissioner, Mr Andrew Watson, his Deputy
Cornrntssioner and yourself and Mr Watson, from the time of your appointoient to the
sale of the property on June 30 2000 failed to recognise that the decision maker must
exercise tliat discretionnry power according to law.

More specifically, those involved in the decision niaking process in objecting to the
NOIC of Peepingee Ply Ltd on the grounds of sannity, exercised that power:

for @13 improper purpose, '
were guided by irrelevant co, asider"tio"s, '
1:3i!ed to be guided by relev@,,! considerations;
made a decision that WC, S unreasonable; and
made that decision without SI!pporii"g evidence.

These five heads of abuse of a discretionary power overlap to a gr. eat extent and rim into
one anotlier. Nevertheless they are recognised as separate categories, with all heads of
abuse outlined above, certainly applying to the decision makers in this matter in many of
the individual Grounds of Dispute itemised in this document.

For the purposes of tints document it has been convenient to treat the heads of abuse
individually-see
ItsSOCi@ted Provincial Picture Houses Lid v Wed, :esb, ,, y Co, :porctt0, , (1941^, I I KB 223
atp. 229,

26,
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That applies to both Commissioners, Ivlr KGvin Goss and yourself; as you both have had
responsibility for the actions of the Deputy Cornmissioner, Mr andrew Watson. The
reprehensible behaviour of ^Ih. Jim Dixon, Senior Land Conservation Officer with the
Office of the Coriumissioner of Soil and Land Conservation outlined in Ground of

Dispute was both yours and your Deputy Coriumissioner Mr Andrew Watson's
responsibility.

It is evident that by his actions he was intent on preventing Peepingee Ply Ltd from
proceeding with their lawful agricultural activities by not allowing the development of
their fat:in in a sustainable mariner. This caused them considerable financial damage by
his inaction in that he made no attempt to assist with infomiation or advice under the
above named subsections of SI3 (a-c) and subsections of SI4 (b, e, fand g), although
under the Act he was so bound.

Not at any time up to the sale of the property was K I O'Dea offered any advice
whatsoever on lintigation or the prevention of sannity, land degradation or the promotion
of soil conservation by either the Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner under either
SI3 or SI4 of the Act, except to object to the NOIC. This advice, both Mr Watson and the
then Coriumissioner were duty bound to provide that infonnation under SI3 and SI4 of the
Act to K J O'Dea, as to how to mitigate or prevent the occurrence of satinity. What
exacerbates the act of deceit, demonstrating that the Deputy Coriumissioner intended also
to inflict financial damage on Peepingee Pty Ltd, is his willingness to utilise
unsubstantiated "opinion" evidence in his objection of 18/08/1997, that sanriity would
result from the removal of the notified regr. owth.

The Duties of the Commissioner are quite clear as outlined in subsections SI4 (b and e-g)
of the Act. It is evident that yourself, the Deputy Coriumissioner, Mr Andrew Watson and
the previous Commissioner, Mr KGvin Goss all are held responsible, failing in the
implementation of the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945, and by not complying with
the Administrative Law Doctrines of Narural Justice Ultra Vires, Procedural Fairness
and Legitimate Expectation

Since yottr appointment to the position of Co, !"L, issioner of Soil and Land Conservation
in August 1998, having had the opportunity since that time to redress the damage
inflicted on Peepingee Pty Ltd, you have also abrogated your responsibilities, not only to
the company, but to Gove, lullent, the fanning coriumunity and the general public.

The action and inaction of all decision makers throughout the assessment process of
Peepingee Pty Ltd demonstrate that at various stages throughout this process there were
abuses that can be categorized under the five heads outlined above.

Briefly they are:
For an improper purpose: The improper purpose v. as to prevent the clearing of
as much native vegetation as possible, regardless that the Soil and Land
Conservation Act 1945 was structured for the productive use of land zoned rural,
as outlined by the Environmental Defenders Office in an undated document,
compiled for the Soil and Land Conservation Council in about 1999. This is also
apparent in the failure of the decision makers to comply with the Administrative
Law Doctrines of Natural Justice Ultra Vires Procedural Fairness and Legitimate
Expectation

L.



Were guided by irrelevant considerations: in exercising a discretionary wer
a decision maker must have regard to all matters to which it is bound by statute,
expressly or impliedIy required, to consider and must not be guided by
considerations which are, in the same way, irrelevant or extraneous to the exercise
of that power - see R V Trebi!co; ex porte R S. F@!kirier & SonsLtd (1936/1 56
CLR 20 dip. 32; lissociared Provincial Pier"re Houses Ply, Lid v Wed, ,esb"
Corporalion (194^:, I I KB 223 atp. 228; Falkirk/IsSI, ro, ,ce Society Lid v L;it?
IISs, ,ro"ce Commissioner (1975j) 50,4UR 324 a! 329; P@^'ield v Minis!er of
Agricz, Irure, Fisheries and Food 4196^:) 14C 997. The prohibition in relation to
irrelevant considerations is directed against taking account of them, Ifthe
authority takes account of such consideration its position is not improved by a
statement that it has not regarded itself as bound by them, nor will the authority be
protected if after receiving infonnation of the irrelevant consideration, it declares
that it did not influence its decision making process

It is argued hat both Cornimssioners, Mr Kevin Goss and Mr David Harde and
the Deputy Conrriiissioner, Mr andrew Watson took into account an irrelevant
consideration, the Memorandum of Understanding (Mou) between the Agencies
and Environmental Protection Authority on the clearing of native vegetation in
the Agricultural Area, when they failed to confonn with subsections witlxin SI3
(a-c) and SI4 (b and e-g), Functions and Duties of the Coriumssioner respectively.
EffectiveIy they regarded the Act as irrelevant and coatomiing with the Mou as
relevant, when in f^ICt it is the reverse with coltorrning with the Mou an
irrelevant consideration. The Mou is a document with a disregard for both fact
and law, tits disregard being evident by its placing the onus of proof hat land
degradation will not occur being placed on the land owner, not the Coriumissioner
of Soil and Land Conservation. Therefore this is one of the reasons why both
Coriumissioners and the Deputy Coriumjssioner failed to abide by the noted
subsections Act of SI3 and SI4 of the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945.

railed to be guided by relevant considerations: in deciding whether relevant
matters have been considered and irrelevant ones excluded, the court is entitled to
go beyond the authorities statement of reasons - see Turner v Minister for
Immigration grid Erh"to 111'airs (7981) 35 11LR 388 where Toohey I, , foeed with a
statement of reasons why the Minister had decided to deport the Applicant,
Toohey I. held that the fact that a decision maker had stated hat he had taken a
fontor into account was riot conclusive that he had done so and conversely the
omission to make express reference to a factor did not necessarily lead to the
conclusion that it was not taken into account. In fact the consideration that should
have been taken into account in the decision making process with Peepingee Pty
Ltd were the relevant subsections of s 13 and SI4 of the Act, This the
Commissioners and Deputy Coriumissioner failed to do, acting on an irrelevant
consideration, the procedures that were not law within the Mou, failing to provide
any advice to Mr K J O'Dea on methods to mitigate or eliminate land degradation
from the proposed clearing. Also relevant are the actions of Ms Lisson and Mr
Kevin Stunhun who failed to provide any advice whatsoever to the land owner to
mitigate land degradation, A Relevant Consideration, not acknowledged at all was
the earlier mentioned Report from the Environmental Def^rider's Office which
acknowledged that the Act was structured for the productive use of land zoned
Rural for agricultural purposes, not for conservation as Ms Lisson and Mr R Short

C)
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have outlined in their Reports. Also as both yourself; the previous Con^hissioner,
Mr Kern Goss and Deputy Coriumssioner, Mr Andrew Watson have tailed to
implement the required subsections of SI3 and SI4, Functions and Duties
respectively of the Commissioner, it is a clear demonstration itIat you all have
regard for irrelevant and not relevant considerations, All irrelevant considerations
are in breach of the Admititstrative Law Doctrines of Natu^I Justice, Ultra Vires,
Procedural Fairness and Legitimate Expectation.

Made a decision that was unreasonable: There is an obvious overlap between
the two heads of challenge, raven I, Minisrerjbr Jinmigrczrto" @"dEthnic, 4/@irs
098. ^) 6 FLR 155, where Witcox J raised the question of what facts were taken
into account by the decision maker. This would detennine whether the decision
had heeli made in a reasonable mariner. His Honour was perhaps breaking new
gr'ound when he observed, objter dicta, tliat a decision Inay also be arrived at
"tuneasonab!y" if taken in ignorence of facts which would have been learnedfrom
ingteri@! which Ihe decision maker brew of@"d should have brown to be readily
glint!@ore to him.

It is submitted to you that if the Pr"sad principle is valid, then from the evidence
available in the matter of Peepingee P'^, Ltd, the then Commissioner is further to
be condemnied for when he alleged hat there would be both on and off site
saliritty from the notified clearing, he knew that tits was incorrect. This was
firstly because he had no evidence to substantiate his claim and secondly it fitted
the policy expressed in the Mou, In the case of the subsections refi^rred to of s 13
and SI4 of tile Act, prior to objecting to the clearing and making a decision that
was unreasonable, the Commissioner I^*iled to comply with both sections in not
offefuig advice cornmensusate to hat enabled by the Act.

Made that decision without supporting evidences It is evident in the matter of
Peepingee Pty Ltd that if the Commissioner had conformed with the Act,
including providing Mr K J O'Dea with the OPPomniity to have advice provided
by his Office prior to the objection against the clearing on methods of addressing
the unsubstantiated "opinion" evidence utilised by the Commissioner without
scientificjustification, by implementing a drilling progr^e. Instead the
objection to the NOIC was made on the grounds of salirxity, not offeting the
opportunity to K J O'Dea to rebut the misubstaiitiated "opinion, " but more
dairuting, the failure to offer advice for a sustainable outcome for the land under
SI3 and SI4 of the Act. The primary focus of the Act was knowingIy neglected,
that of the productive utilisation of the notified land of Peepingee Ply Ltd for
agricultural production. It is clear that the Conunissioner and Deputy
Commissioner, evidenced by their actions, had a preconceived intention, that was
to prevent as much clearing as possible, regardless of how it was to be achieved.

Dr BriariFisher, Associate Coriumissioner at the Productivity Conmnission hearing
in Perth on August 7,2003, made the point that he had seen evidence of "dirty
tricks" being used against those farmers notifying to clear in evidence provided to
the Productivity CowuLission to that date. Mr O'Dea was present at that hearing
and gave evidence on his treattnent at the hands of the Coriumissioner and Deputy
Commissioner,

o



Througliout the assessment process of Peepingee P^, Ltd, there is ample evidence
of a willingness of both the previous Commissioner and the Deputy
Commissioner in their fomire to conform with the Soil and Land Conservation
Act 1945 and the required and relative Doctrines of Administrative Law, Mr John
O'Dea can well argue and substantiate the state11, cot of Dr Brian Fisher, argiiiiig
that he was on the receiving end of "dirty tricks" by the Office of the
Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation and the decision making
Commissioners and Deputy Commissioner d. rougliout the assessment process of
Peepingee Pty Ltd.

6.0

What is clearly evident in tints case is that the Deputy Commissioner, Mr Andiew Watson acted
from a preconceived and pre. judgmentsl position in arriving at his decision to object to the
notified clcoring and subsequently impose a Soil Conservation Notice on 383.1 hectares of the
land of the O'Dea family. There is a ^mare Intougliout this assessment by bini to have any
regard whatsoever for the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 and the Administrative Law
Doctrines of Natural Justice, Ultra Vires, Legitimate Expectation and Procedural Fairness.

As the Commissioner from August 1998 and an avid supporter of the Mou, with the tigliteiiirig
of cl^ring regulations by the Minister for Agriculture on Manh 5 1999* the reversal of the onus
of proofofftte occurrence proofofland degradation evidenced by the Mou and publications
from your Office, it is evident that although you had the opportunity to redress the invalid
decisions made agaliist Peepingee Pty Ltd, you tailed to inter vane.

Evident was the inability thougliout tins whole process for the then Commitssioner of Soil and
Land Conservation, ^^, t' KGvin Goss and the Deputy Con^mssioner, ^^^it andrew Watson to
Goofonn with both Statute and Aimtiriishative Law. Mr Jim Dixon your Senior Soil Conservation
Of;liner attached to your Office also demonstrated contempt for the law. As noted in the previous
paragraph, you yourself, as Conrrnissioner, also had an opportunity to redress and provide input
into the mattor, but f^iled to correct the endemic failures evident in this process,

Not usual in a conclusion, we now refer you to two documents and statements. One is the
statement of Dr Graeme Robertson, a fi, oner Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation,
fonner Chief of the Division of Resource Management and fbnner ChiefExecutive Officer of
the Dep^lent of Agriculture, the current ^of (Soil and Land Conservation Act) does have
"teetij, " but they ore not used (Beres^. rd et a1,2001). This is true, with the evidence available in
the Peepingee Pty Ltd matter providing ample justification for our argument that the Act is
utilised as your Office sees fit, disregarding what sints them and a foilure to confonn with the
required Doctrines of Administrative Lawin the assessment process.

The second statement is within the abstract of Green-Letter Laws: the Agreements of '92 by Dr
Briari I Obrieii, first Chairman of the EPA.
113 1992 the nine ^"strong, , Governments endorsed @12 intergovernmental, 487eeme"t of the
Binviro"meni; ON@!ion@I Greenhouse Strategy grid a N@fining! Sir@teeo. ,for ECologic@!!v
S"st@innb!e Deve!onine"t. These gad related, 487eeme"ts of 92 have added ill-d^fined gad wide-
ranging "green-letter Ions 00 to the block-/attor lows of Gover, ,merits and the Cointit"tio" grid
the grey-letter Ions of government administrations, 711ese "green-letter Ions " have ,, o prove, a
VCI, ,e to environment@!protection bangre a source of great 31/2cerr@in07 init, fure decision
making.

CONCLUSION



It is clear that the statement of Dr CTaeme Robertson is relative as it certaliily applies to your
O^tice, especially in the application and implementation of SI3, SI4 and s32 of the Act, where
you act, among others, with bias in the latter and foil to Goofonn with the law in relation to SI3
and SI4, Functions and Duties of the Act,

The abstract from the address of Dr Briari O'Brien is also relevant to the actions of your Office,
where you have a simple Act to implement, but fail because of bias, a lack of o12jectivity and
adherence to the Act and a foilure to confonn with relative Administrative Law Doctrines.

^:;;..^i; .'..........
for

Fergusori, Kenneison and Associates

on behalf of

KJ, K, I and M'Odea. .
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SUMMARY OF VALUATION

Property:

Addresseeg

The Divisional Registrar, Australian Property institute, West
Australia Division, 27 Charles Street, South Perlh WA 6151

Irustr"ctioms:

To assess the current fair market value of the subject property.

Date of Valuation :

23 March 1999

Property Description:
The subject property comprises a total of 1337.3 hectares, in two
locations and is considered 65 percent cleared and pastured including
shade and shelter, The property has an armual average rainfall of
7501nm and is suitable for agrofi>restry, with 575 hectares of cleared
land considered plantable. 220 hectares of virgin land is to be retained
and protected as native vegetation wittiiii a memorial under the Soil and
Land Conservation Act. The property is well located on 

' I

Date of Inspection:
23 March 1999

VALUATION:

in my opimon, conditional upon the comments contained within the
body of this report, the fair market value of the withn described
property is $1,650,000 (One Million, Six Hundred and Fifty Thousand
Dollars).

^

^i^,<./I^'/I
M FUNSTON B. Comum(Property)
TRAINEE VALUlBR

.

Nather the whole nor allyp@rt @1th^ report or any reference thereto may be included
in cmy document, circular or statement, without my written approval 91 the fom, and
context tm which It wingppe@r. This VCI"@tt0" 4,167 the use only @1thep@r^I to whom
it is addressed andjbr "o other PM, pose. No yespo"sth, lily, is decoy, ed to any Ih, }d
party who may use or rely on the whole or anyport @1the content of this valuation.
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1.0 INSTRUCTION

instructions have been received from Ms Yvette Bunton, Executive Officer of the
Australian Property institute to assess the fair market value 

, for the purposes of my Viva Voce examination.

PROPERTY REPORT & VALl. IATION

2.0 DATE OF VALUATION

23 Mareh 1999. The property was inspected on 23 March 1999.

3.0 LOCATION

The subject property is situated a

The immediate region has traditionally been used as agricultural gi. armg land with some
cropping to take advantage of superior cornmodity prices, in more recent times the
surrounding areais increasingly being developed into tree plantations, mostly Tasmanian
Bluegums, due to the suitability to rainfall and soil types.

Apn'I 1999

4.0 TITLE PART'ICULARS:

Legal Descriptiom
The land is 

comprising a total area of 1337.3 hectares.

4.2 Ternure

All estate in fee simple.

Registered Proprietors
The registered proprietor of an Estate in Fee Simple is Peepin^ee Ptv

4.4 Encumbrances

Registered encumbrances include:

4.1

4.3

, has a registered Profit a'Prondre E295795 as to portion only,
as contained in Certificate of Title Volume 474 Folio 25A, being a hardwood gi'owing
agreement with CALM covering 23.78 hectares. A copy of the schedule is included
witliin minexure 7.0.

Mortgage G427829 to Wes ac Bankin Co oration

Preparedfor y, 'VC roce Exami"@tio"

Memorial H36403 as to ortion onI , Soil & hand Conservation Act.

P@gel
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5.0 LAND DESCRIPTION:

The property is aimost rectangular in shape with the longer boundaries being a north-
west and south-east direction, A significant drainage line runs in a similar direction to
the property, rumiing directly into the Wychinicup River Catchment Area. No salt
encroachment is visibly evident on the property at the present time, and any further
development near the drainage lines would be uriadvisable.

The int^ionty of the land is sand on clay and arable sandy ironstone, with the only areas
not suitable for development being swampy or figlit sand* Natural vegetation on the
property consists of Janah and Mad, with some stands of Sheoak,

011 a general agricultural basis the property is considered 70% arable allowing for
standard shade and shelter and significant relimant vegetation amongst swampy areas and
poor sandy soils. The property has a rainfall average of 75011un per armorn,

'o
6.0 ZONING:

The land is zoned Rural, his being its current use. The litgliest and best use for the
subject property is considered to be agi. ofi>reshy.

7.0

^prt11998

SERVICES:

Western Power gr'id and telephone are connected to the property buildings.

 with A1bany Port and gi:'am
receival bin being easily accessible. The eastern boundaries of both locations have
fomed road frontage, with the existing buildings being a small distance off 

o
8.0

.-

IMPROVEMENTS:

.,

8.1 Land Development:

The property is approximately 65% developed with the balance being virgin bush,
althougli a small area of tints bush has been chained in the past.

Develqpme, ,t is slimm@rised as. .-

825.0 ha Cleared and pastured sandy to gr. avely soils incl. shade.
(includes 23.78 ha planted blueguins and approximately 5 ha
planted pines, shelter belts)
Virgin land with pennission to clear,
Area to be retained under SALC ACT.

150.0 ha

220.0 ha

142.3 ha

Preparedfor Viva 7'06e Etcmi, ,@tio"

1337.311a
Unsuitable for development, me!jor drainage lines.
Total
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Valuation 

220 hectares of virgin bush, located in the north-west corner of the property, is to
be retaliied and protected as native vegetation, as contained within an Agi'Gement
to Reserve, under the Soil and Land Conservation Act. 150 hectares of virgin
bush has been granted permission to clear. A copy of the agi. GamerIt, mapping the
relevant vegetation areas is ameyed to this report as Annexure 3.0.

8.2

.

Fencing:

The property is boundary fenced and the developed area divided into 25 main
paddocks, with fair stockyroof standards. Fences are a jinxture of old ianali post
5 strand plain, I barb, fair to poor in places, or newer steel/galvanized picket, 6
wire hinge joint, I plain & I barb, in hair condition.

Water:

Stock water is provided by 19 dams, talk supply and coment tr'ouglis firougliout,
all supplied from four existing bores on the property rumiing along the central
laneway tlirougli the middle of the property. There is no water developed in the
undeveloped portion of the farm, alttiougli supply is a small distance away.
Water is well developed and reliable, with undergi'ound water from the
Wycliirticup River Catchment.

8.3

.

^prt1 1998

8.4 Pasture:

All the developed land has a good pasture base.

PHOTOGRAPH ON, ;', - I;',""inned Bore Sit"ated in Central Lanewav

^11^;,

11

.
..
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8.5 Buildings:

The buildings consist of two houses, GP shed' workshop, machinery shed,
shearing shed & yards and attached silos,

.

Main House: 5b/r dble brick/iron. The total area under the main roof consists of

250 square metres, with 2 bathrooms, 3 toilets, lounge, dining and
a small courtyard in the centre of the building (not included wider
main roofj, A 2m wide timber deck verandah rims aimost around
the entire perimeter, except entry into a single carport also
contained under the main roof.

The house is serviced with water via a 12000gallon coment
galvanized covered water tank, and two small plus one larger
fibreglass tanks on stands.

.

^prt17998

8x3m reg ass swirlmung poo , overgr'own

several years'

7.3x6, Tin 11F CGI open car cover.

and unused for

\-
..

PHOTOGRAPH Two - Main Dwelling



Fatwa, ion y

2nd House: 3b/r fibro/iron ex war-service home consisting of 120 square
metres with a 2m wide verandali along the front, Good quarters.

The house is serviced with water from a 50001itre galvanized rain
water tank on a timber stand, and also from cement tank store near
the sheds.

.

GP Shed :

Machine:
Shed

TIE' CGI 7.7m x 19m, 3-sided gable with half coment floor, plus
fully enclosed cement floor workshop 7.7x3,3m to one end - fair
condition

SIF' CGI 18x9in, 3-sided gable with dirt floor - good condition
only twelve months old.

in addition 18.5x9m Tnn CGI 3-sided gable shed with 3x9in
skillion add-on, one tintd of entire portion used as pig pens - fair
condition.

lipri1 1998

PHOTOGRAPH THREE - Machinery Shed
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Shearing:
Shed

.

18.5x13.8m Tnn CGI5 stand (4 equipped), off gi'ound.

Timber and iron sheep yards, 1600 holding capacity fair
condition*

Timber cattle yards with loading ramp, 200 holding capacity - fair
condition.

^prt1 1998

.

^HOTOGRAFl, FOUR - Shearing Shed and Yards

Silo's:

Others:

25-30 tomie cone-based silo on canont - fair condition,
12 tonne flat bottom silo on cement - fair condition.

12000gallon canont galvanized covered water tank
Old large galvani7ed round silo, used as chentical store
3x3 TIE' CGI pump/store shed, cement floor - fair condition
Old TIE' milking shed, falling down-no value

Total. ^dded VCI, ,e @ B"flat" s @" cm A 'c, ,It, ,r"IBcsts 130 @00
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9.0 COM1^^IENTS

The property market for cleared agricultural land in this region, has increased due to
demand for farm forestry. Traditional agricultural practices have had to make way for
alternative use due to dinxinishing retunis, with the result of the in;^ionty of farm sales in
this area being to tree plantation investors, for which a premium is being paid.

Five hundred and seventy five hectares (575 ha) of the subject property's cleared areais
considered plantable. This figure has been arrived at by inspection, with reference to
aerial photogi. aphy and site surveys undertaken by various tree cropping coterprises, who
have been interested in the property in the past. Sales to Tree investors indicate a value
between $2,000 and $3,000 per plantable hectare, with biglier values antibutable to
biglier and more reliable rainfall, as shown by sales I to 5 of the schedule contained
witltin minexure 4.0. Sales 7 and 8 are older more dated sales, however are significant
in that they adjoin the subject on both sides (north and south).

When considering values aimbutable to tree forumig, cleared plantable area is the main
concern, with little value being placed on structural improvements or undeveloped land.
Further clearing restrictions thus having no impact on value. The undeveloped portion
would best be separated onto a separate title and sold off; assuninig demand for this type
of block, in order to obtain any value.

, has a registered Profit a'Prondre, being a hardwood gi. owing
agreement with CALM covering 23.78 hectares, for a twenty year period. This area is
planted to Tasmanian Blueginns, which are approximately nine years old. Under tints
agreement, the landholder retains a share of the harvest proceeds. A schedule of the
agr'Gement is armexed to his report as fumexure 7.0.

The added value of his component is considered to be little over and above the plantable
rate or cleared and pastured rate per hectare. This is partly due to the fact that currently
there are no milling facilities in the jinmediate vaninity to A1bany, and the timber would
need to be transported to Manjimup. Also, likely purchaser's of the subject property are
considered to be tree planting enterprises, such as ITC, Timbercoin and West Star
Holdings, who rely on the establishment of trees as a mom source of income, and tax
credit for subsequent investors, and currently have little interest in standing timber,

~O

^prt! 1998

10.0 VALUATION RATIONALE

Currant market value is defined as "The estimated amount for which an asset should

eXchange on the date of valuation between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an
amislength transaction after proper marketing wherein the parties each acted
kilowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion".

The value of the property at its cument agricultural gi'azing/cropping use, is reduced due
to clearing restrictions. Tree fanning can be considered the bigliest and best use for the
property, for which there is demand, and for which investors are currently paying a

ProyCred/by Fir@ roce Exami"@tio" PCge7



Valuation 

premium. The subject property is in a prime agr'ofbrestry area, with the surrounding land
currently being taken up by tree plantation investors,

There has been some evidence that independent investors have been purchasing land in
the area, solely to lease back to tree planting enterprises, such as bitegr. ated Tree
Cropping and Timbercorp. This evidence reveals a desired return between eiglit and tell
percent. This evidence has been mentioned witliin the schedule of sales evidence
contained witliin minexure 4.0.

Considering his, the current fatr market value on an miencumbered basis is considered to
be $ 1,650,000 (One Million, Six Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars). This valuation is
on the assumption that the subject land comprises 575 planta. ble hectares.

As a secondary check, I have calculated a valuation, on the basis of agt'icultural use, This
method involves determining a rate per hectare of cleared and pastured developed land
(including shade and shelter), undeveloped land with pennission to clear, virgin land
unable to be developed, and virgin land to be retained and protected as a manorial under
the Soil and Land Conservation Act. These rates have been determined by coinparable
sales, of which there has been few in the nomadiate vaninity, with sales in the area
predominantly being to tree investors, A total added value of buildings has been
achieved by deterImjinig a replacemerit cost and than an appropriate rate of depreciation,
depending on the age and remaining life of the particular building. The calculation of the
valuation, based on agricultural use, is shown in minexure 5.0,

11.0

April 1998

VALUATION

Plantable Area

Profit a'Prondre

I^^^-, of ^""'

J
lvlEUSSA FUNSTON B. Corium (prop)
T^EE VALUER

575ha

23.78ha

23 March, 1999

Neither the whole nor ginyp@rt of this report or giny reference thereto ingy be included in any door, men!, circular or
statement, with our my write" @pprov@I of the form and contex, in which it un'!I appe@r. This valuation LSIbr the use
onlyjbr the party to whom it is addressed gridjbr "o other purpose. No respo"SI'hilt^, is @cc^!?ted to giny thirdp@rt
who may use or rely on the whole or anyp@rt of the content of this valuation.

@ $ 2750/11a $1,581,250
@ $ 2750/11a $ 65,395

$ 1,646,645

Preparedfor Piv@ Foce Examination

Sa $1650000
.

Page8
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ANNEXURE 2.0

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH

SUBJECT PROPERTY
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF SUBJECT PROPERTY TAKEN 1993
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ANNEXURE 3.0

SALC AGREEMENT
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AGREEMENT

SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION ACT

SECTION 30

File : 970764VOIPOF

The registered proprietors, Peepingee Pty Ltd of that land
described as  on the Certificate
of Title Volume 474 Folio 25A and 
on the Certificate of Title Volume 595 Folio 72A ; recognise
the value of sound land management practices and the value
of protecting areas within the land described on this plan.

Commissioner of Soil. and LandThe proprietors agree with the
land conservatlon thls area ofConservation that to promote

land be reserved under Part NA. Section 30 I a I of the Soil
and Land Conservation Act 1945, under the following conditions.

To RESERVE

We:

or2

Peepingco Pty Ltd
I Proprietors of the Land I

11^, B 207
GPF!^, I RANGE WA
I Normal Postal Address I

Agree to retain 220 hectares in perpetuity as shown on
this plan as f enced areas, cross ha-tched brown and being
partly within .

'he area of land described above is to be adequately fenced
exclude all classes of livestock by 31 October 1999 and be

managed in such a way as to retain and promote the growth
of native vegetation. ,

DIRECTO  ..... DATE 8.2"'I' ""'I 199"'
mm""' * mm ' . 18',. ,... , , ,,_ .,

" " '02 VIN
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a
E^̂
,

6828

^

CorFANY SECRETARY s .

^

^

CDPFANY SEAL 2

I a, , corEaCNT To RESERVE 191^al^,=Hen as A ,., I". on f, E grinCATE OF titLE I

:2 ,,... , ^,' ~'~"' '~ ' DATE , . . aji', 7. . . ,'r/ I 9991,
Coinmi. ,loner of Soil. "d Land Congorva"on IRC. ul. loryi

.,. ,... ..,......,................
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ANNEXURE 4.0

SALES EVIDENCE

o



SALES EVIDENCE:

L""d P"refo"sed or Tree PI""tm J"vestme, ,t

I. Lot 102 of Plain 22860,
Lots 3,4 & 5 of Diagram 61867
Disclosing $1,640/11a Overall and $2,500/plantsble ha.

Approximately 70% cleared and developed property, of which 520 ha are
considered plantsble. Fronts the Kalgan River, 201ern west of the subject in a
similar rainfall area. Portion leased to Tree Plantation investors estimated @
$240/11a, showing a retuni on capital of 9.6% per plantable hectare.

^ortion of Flamingeruet Loc 5959 420.2 in a
Disclosing $1,785/11a Overall and $2,575/plantable ha,

Approximately 85% cleared and developed property of which 291 ha are
considered plantsble, five kilometres south-west of the subject, just off South
Coast Higliway. Similar to the subject property, however lower lying and more
subject to water logging during the winter montlis.

792.9 in a

450.28 in aPlantsgemet Loc 7026
Disclosing $2,232/}Ia Overall and $2,645/plantable ha.

Fully cleared and well developed property of which 85% is considered plantsble,
Well situated approximately ten kilometres south east of the subject on Cheynes
Beach Road, only five kilometres from the coast.

02/99 $1,300,000

I'

913.8 haPlaintage, let I. ,oc 6690
Disclosing $1,127/11a Overall and $2,146/plantable ha

Fully cleared and developed property, not as well situated as the subject, being
approximately ten kilometres north-west, Purchased by integrated Tree
Cropping, and then resold mumediately to an independent investor for
$1, I 00,000 (an additional sinn to cover costs) on the proviso that, 480ha be
leased back to ITC for planting in 1999. Plantation leases here are returning
$200/11a, indicating a retum on capital of 8.7%,

02/98 $750,000

967.50 in aPlantagemet L, oc 6492
Disclosing $1,240/11a Overall and $2,105/plantable ha

Approximately 75% cleared and developed of which 570ha is considered
plantable. Fronts South Coast Hwy, approx. I 01ern north-east of the subject

09/98 $1,005,000

.

08/98 $1,030,000

08/98 $1,200,000



971.82 in aPlantagemet Loc 6505
Disclosing $1,317/11a Overall and $2,098/plantable ha.

Approximately 80% cleared and developed of which 610 ha are considered
plantable, contains some poorer sandy soils, and inforior rainfall to the subject,
being twelve kilometres north-east.

859.7 in aLot 4 of Diagram 85017
Disclosing $ 1,791 Overall and $2,402/plantable ha.

Mostly cleared and developed property with small patches remnant vegetation.
641 ha considered plantable. Older sale, however a^joins the subject to the
south, also fronting South Coast Highway, Similar land to the subject, good
coinparable.

8. Plantsge"et Loc 6484 902.5 ha

Disclosing $ 1,551 Overalland $2,053/plantable ha.

Mostly cleared and developed property with small patches remnant vegetation,
682 ha considered plantable. Older sale however adjoins the subject to the north,
also fronting South Coast Higliway.

03198 $1,280,000

L@,, of P',, refo"sed or ^ ric, ,It"rcl Use

9.

11/97 $1,540,000

03199 $ 760,000Plantage, let Loc 66465 820.99 in a

Disclosing $925/11a Overall and $1,025 Cleared and Pastured Excluding
Buildings.

Recent sale approximately 201arn north-east of the subject property, in a SIiglitly
lower ranifall area, Poorer, figliter soils than the subject with approximately
20% virgin uriarable bush remaining within the southern portion.

10.

07/97 $1,400,000

08198 $ 500,000Plantage"et Loc 6488 473.65 in a

Disclosing $1,055/11a Overall and $1,030 Cleared and Pastured Excluding
Buildings.

Undulating property, similar to the subject althougli in a slightly lower Taint;i. 11
area, with Iigliter soils, Situated on the edge of agroforestry cut-off,
approximately 101.1n north, five kilometres west off South Coast highway,
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12/97 $1,075,000998.98 in aPlantage, let ID62854
Disclosing $1,076/11a Overall and $ 1,010/11a Cleared and Pastured Excluding
Buildings

Fully cleared and well developed land, similar to the subject althougli sriglitly
lower rainfall, 81an north-east also on Hassell Ingliway. Considered on the edge
of the rainfall cut-off for agr. of orestry

12. 11/97 $1,250,0001172.9711aPlantsgemet Loc 6528
Disclosing $1,065/11a Overall and $915/}Ia Cleared and Pastured Excluding
Buildings

Well developed property with bigliway frontage, not as well located as subject,
being 251.1n further north east, in lower rainfall area.

13. Plantagenet Loc 6468 04/97 $600,000978.72 ha

Disclosing $613/11a Overall and $905/11a Cleared and Pastured Excluding
Buildings.

Half undeveloped block 251.1n north east of subject property, in lower rainfall
Sale indicates uncleared portion aimbutable to 35% of cleared value.

Purchaser had no kilowledge of whether he could obtain perilitssion to clear at
the date of purchase

area.

14. 10/96 $875,000820,461iaPlantsgenet Loc 6485
Disclosing $ I, 0661/1a Overall and $ 1,015/11a Cleared and Pastured Excluding
Buildings.

Older sale, alitiougli fully cleared and developed property, similar productive
land close to the subject being only 31an north, on Hassell Higliway

.
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Developed land* including shade
Virgin land suitable to develop
Virgin Land unsuitable for development

VALUATION BASED ON AN

AGRICIJLTIJRAL BASIS

Area to be retalried and protected
under SALC ACT

Added Value of Buildings.

825.0ha

150. 0ha
142.3ha

220.0ha

@ $ 1200/11a $ 990,000
@$ 6001/1a $ 90,000
@$ 3501/1a $ 49,805

@$ 2001/1a $ 44,000

,

TOTAL
$ 130,000

$1,303,805

Sa $1 300 000 .

.
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ANNEXURE 7.0

PROFIT A PRONDRE .



C. A. L. M. DISTRICT: ALBANY
OWNER: PEEPINGEE PTY. LTD.
PLANTATION AREAS 23.78HA ISO, dered CFe. ni
LA, in DISTRICT, PurineE"ET

CERTIFICATE OF TITLE, 474.25,
MAP SCALE, 1,2500
MAP COVERAGE,

100 PEOPLES a^'; lie. ;252 " :'!"' '. 4KS Kit. 1252a. "."w, .
C. A. I. .". FILE '10s 02,197F1703

, ,
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SLBZ^T go, ,T:tS:ST666T ^aV 90^'JR^' on "0" TVNzar?, o go ^doo vroa

^^'*11

^0^0^\, IC ^!IT;jin aX^

,/

S^0:10e^To a ^ ^0 ^^tZO I;. ne ^q

a: o FEP

11

686T

s^o sallesead at!^ uT

,

STtjq paxTg^P 046^all SE, *
OIL7 x^a 51^ONra^^a

30 TVaS NomO^ al^"

.

0.3^^,"..,",.=,,

STq'4 paxTg3^ 0^. Uria^aq
sea ^11^,^SYN^, I GNUT Q^

I^OZ^VA^I^SNOO go "N^I^IrudaO
all^ go \:OLD^;^:EQ ^,\LLDO^:<^

alla. 30 TVZS NOD^100 all"

. peed e s^ sera. =e^ all=. Aq o^LnOaX^

S S ^11" TM

:30 601,680zd aq^ U
^ 6T
^o Aep

,,
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82.

E)^T from W. A ^Q
,, I

I I . ^ ^,^,' ;;^,;.';^t......^.,....., ... .

J, //^
,

I

I, ,.,, ,, p. of
""."* ,"..

,BSr^" A1^

Tr"," of Lad Act 1893 a, .. aded
".~..,..~~,.^

, .... PI;^>, 96:_,^, IT. ,.,...,

D^^P OF' Gnu^ OF' FF<02ZT A PR^unEt^ is made ,0 ^;ON, ,PRY 13''13
PBEPTtlG^E Pry LTD of 

Australia ( "the Owner" )

.

9

., ~

*.

*

^CIOrz\IB DrRBc^OR OF' innE DEPART, ^N^ OE' CONSaRVArzoN AND
La, ID MAN^^NT a body corpora^e consti. Cuted by the
Congervati. on and Land Managemen^ AC^ 1,984 of nacke^t D^,. ve
CrewJ. ey Neg^ern Anatra, .,. a {"the ^xecu^t. ve D, .rector"} .

rill^RE^S s

^he Owner i's reg!. seered as ^be propr, .e^or o2 an eat;ace
LEI fee 81/11pLe i. 11 title Land desc, =,. bed t. rL ZCeia. 3 of the
SCheduLe ("bile Land"},

eursuerI^ to the powers confer. I:. ed on I'm by tile
Congervatton and Land ,, ariaga"enc Act 1,984 and 'more
partic111. an. y sect, .on 34B ^he ^.,, eonC, .ve DJ. tee^or has
requested and t;he Owner has 89^aed. tio ^rangfer and
grant t:o the a, Leeut, .ve Di. ^eetor an I. n^eres^ in and
van. ous rights ove:? ^he Land Inc. .!, ding w, .t;bout
I, ., ut. tat, .on an interest; I. n the Planea^i. on (as
beretnatter deft. Deal as grantee of a profit a prendre.

The ^xecut, .ve Director and tile Owner have agreed chat
the ^,, ecuti. ve D, .rector may pLari^ cult. i. vate and harvest:
Hardwood Products on that port. ,. on o^ the Land as i, s
del. 1.21eaCed :. n green on the Map annexed here^o marked

("the PJ. an^atton'} for a ^errn of 20 years'A '

day of June 1989 ("^he Tern"IcoallllenC:. rig On the E, .ret
payments ^eros and condi. ^,. onson and subjecc co t:be

contained i. 11 chi. s Deed,

a

,

^.

, ,,, ^;^, .
qQ.

,,,' I

,Of

A.

C.

Now I^ zs AGRI^eD A's ^'01.1,0WS -

^A^Toll

pee'trig. ^,. o. 8

Zn this Deed

c. equLres s

"^he Age"

, I. DUD, D
OILE",
..".
""Bra, ,,, . I .O NOTE, r, ,,, 30. .* ...." o. 1v .h. ,h. '," T, " PC. ,. rid ..,,.. 10. , ~r . Go. p. . .

.

,,. g^2.3. i. an
S^.^i'st. ,. CS. a^"

unless

.

the Conservationmeans

Land ManagemeziC Act I 984
amended.

the

means ^he pe^son appoi. :Iced ^o
that o^fJ. ce by the Governor.

theGeneraJ. topursue. nc
provi. SLons of the AUS=tallan
Bureau of Sea^1st, .CS AC^ 1975,

con^ex= otherw:. se

and
as



'aTnpOqOS STq2 ^0 (q), useQ. I O=.
^up asztLd peT:d>!o048 treeq sell nottj, , T:OSdo^ all=.
JO agri asian TTet!S at: asOdZtId qO:IIJq ZO^ ZeusO at12.
^q aznq. SEd SE 512Tp66sar 2031 aTqP=Trig 1107^=PIioO
e o^ ue>Ie=. uaeq seq T^T, aqeur 110Ttj, , ino731
sea. re egot!=. a^Oa. 86z TTetiS 70^0877q aAr':mask^
all2. 59Ta. TTTOeA eauEt16:IUT^,, alla.aOn^^su00

O'^ T^TZ9^EU .^o SeT^r ^uerLb a. tieTOTg:.^nS ^0 ^0Q^aezTq
OAT^hoax^ at::^ Aq TEAouiez atI'^ trodrt ATa^^tpeunir

'eOZe aptj'^ ILO=^ TTOSdO^
atTd>100's pre 91,01116^ TTEqS 20^99ZTq anT':InaeX^
6114 a6ZE All^ mrOZ3 T^TJ9q. EU aji'^ 6UT, ,0111eZ O^ JOTZa

' SeTQ. =TTOPg SalleUe'q;LITE, I aq'^ a. on, :a. snOo
C'^ SaZTnb8Z all TETZa^eru 61/4 TTe agri pile puer all^
11/07^ axe'^ Oq. a6a'8110 0U a. P * ' E astL^To Oa. aU^nSZnd
p6TQ. T^u3 aq Ttetjs ^oq. o8ztq OATa. noesgg aq"

'bUTTT63:^asTO TeuTa 6t:TmP 1:0:1^e=lireT^ aqa. ino^^
co>tea. SQ. DripO^a pOOJQPZP11 30 auntLTO, I atI^ Aq butTTa^^POTO

atqeOTTdde TPUTa ^O algal'99/1engU09 aq:^ '^Eegg^I

a6ed^n!^s atIq. 611TKtdTa. Trim Aq pauTe':4qO alas all^ ^0 *6 a ' 0^

,,^aVd 9.1z'I^a ^"r. a (a

'bUTT~a^. Teat0 :;82T, ^ but^rip 110T^E^, rela aq^ 11.02^
Us^!Ea. s:^Dripo^a poo"p^PI^ ^o amaTOh. all^ Aq 5uTTT6g:Je8TO

9TqeOTTddea'a:^t^ I^. SZt. a 30 queueOtT6iEU00 alla ^E
968dii;a^s act=. 51zt^tdTa. Trim ^q peuTe^qo Inns aqa. 9.0 ^OS

a^Z8d cor^' S, Era^

"^. V, 9.12^Z^^ ^S^Z. , (V

U=82SS!I
T^r^\:: 0^

600Z ^PR tS O^ Booz aunr' T

=O

corn. a 91.2'ita^zo 'r^z,

uOTq. ezod. =o0 garretlT3
6 t80980 asebq. .::ON ^O

0003 fell TS 0'^ 666T gunL' T
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^,

.

SE^CZ^, L ^^I^S

^In. s Deed is subject: to and cond5. ti. oitaL
Upon the 1110=t. gagee named i. n Transfer
0392229 of Mortgage C8608L9 consen^i. rig .o
^be Deed and the rights and trite rests

t:Iebeforehereby gran'bed oron

Commencement Date or SIzch Later date as
the ^atecut:. ve Direc^or may by riot. ,. ce Co
the Owner specify.

The Owner shaLJ. at :I:. s expense use In. s
best endeavours to obt. ai. n the consent
referred to :. n Teem 8. I (a) witt:i. n the ti. me
^her. e^. n I:. rutted.

If t:be congerI^ referred to t. n T^. em 8.1(a)
1.8 no^ obta:. ned re'!. thin the t. ,., ae there:. n
,.:., a, .I=ed ^here^or =

the Owner shall fortti, r, .tit repay t. Ile
Peposi, t and ally other moneys pa. :. d
by tile Execut:. ve Director to ttie
Owner putsuant co ^his Deed; and

(i. I) subject to paragraph (:.) preced. ,. rig
tilts Deed shaLL be of no fur. .her
force or offec^ .

8.1 (a)

(1)

Notwi. I'llscarid, .rig anytt, ,. rig to t;he contrary
exp=ess or tripli. ed coatai. ned. in CLaIISe
3.3 (a) (:..:.,.) th^^ Owner ahaLL ariauaLJ. y at
h, .s own cost keep o1. ear and mai. ntai. n t. o a
standard and width and :. n a mariner

al. Lsat, .s^actory to the ^xecut*. ve Di. rector
firebreaks riot, or to be cons^,?tic^ed by tile

about theExectit:. I've Director oron

PI. antat, .on and SIIaLL coinpLy :. a a:. I
respects In. tti the prov, .si. orig of title Bush

amended and theFires Act I954 as

o^herrequi. reinen^. s GE the Local. Or

Author, .ty hav, .rig tungdi. ct, .on over the
PLar, Cation.

If the Owner falls to perform or observe
hi. s obLi. gati. ons he=eonder t. be B, ,ecuti. ve
Direc^or shall. have C:Ie r, .gilt: to pertoz. in
any VC^IC Or remedy any Such ^'at. ,. Lax'e and
the Cos^S of and incidenta:. ^beretO SIIaJ. L
be due and payabLe by the 091:Iez =o tile
Exect, t, .ve D:. rector and recoverable by tile
Executi. ve Di. rector from the Rent .

Prior t. o the Commencement Date t. :Ie ^xecuCi. ve
Di. rector may engage the Agricu:. tural Protection
Board Co undertake ar:y potsoni. rig of =abbi. CS
with In and adJoi. ni. rig the PLanta. = ton.

.



REQUEST rORINlFORMATION - DocuilyiENT No. 2: ATTACHMENTS

,^_^!z. , I

THE COM^, Is SIONER OF SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION
MR DAVID EIARTLEY

LOCKED BAG No. 4
BENTLl!:Y DELIVERY CENTRE WA 6983

RELATED To THE ASSESSilyiENT
OF

A NOTICE OF INTENTION To CLEAR LODGED ON 26/03/1997,
Tnn IMPOSITION OF A SOIL CONS^RVATION NOTICE ON 24/07/1998,

AND SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS To 30/06/2000 OF F1}IBLic SERVANTS
EMPLOYED WITHIN 'Iru; OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER

FROM

.

,

K J AND K 0'DEA

DIRECTORS

PEEPINGEE PTY LTD

FOR

Telephonemacsimile: 

Tll^ PREVIOUS OWNERS

OF

FERGl. ISON, K^NNNEISON AND ASSOCIATES
113 BRAZIER ROAD
YANCHEF WA 6035

J + I O'Dea

BY

Telephone: (08) 9561 6842
^'nestmile: (08) 95616843

DATE: 03 DECEMBER 2004



ATTACHMENT I. Aerial Photographs, Locations  October 1997 &
20 March 2003.

ATTACHL^inNT 2* Soil Conservation Notice, Locatioms  Section 32,
Soil and Land Congervatio, , Act 1945.24 July 1998.

Agreement to Reserve, Locations .
Section 30, Soil and Laind Conservation Act 1945. 18 February 1999.

ATTACHM^NT 3. Report to Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation, on NOl to
Clear Land, Flamingeruet Locations  by Land
Conservation Officer, Southern Agricultural Region,
Ms Jinia, , Liss0^. 3 June 1997.

ATTACHMENTS

TABLE Or CONTENTS

ATTACHMENT 4. Ministerial Appeals Committee Report (Peepingee Ply Ltd). Soil
Coinse, vation Notice Appeal ) to
Horn. Monty House I, ^"., A, Minister for Primary Industries; Fisheries,
08 December 1998.

ATTACHMENT 5. Correspondence to Peepingee Ply Ltd, Run 207, Green Range,
WA 6328. Conditions set by Minister for clearing of up to 150.0 Ina.

ATTACHMENT 6. Report by Mr R Short, Hydrogeologist, Catchme, It Hydrology Group,
ESPerallce WA to the Commissioner of Soil and Land Coinservatio, ,,
Mr David Hartley, Dated 02 February 1999. Report, Directed to be
Undertaken by Minister for Primary I^dust, .ies; Fisheries, Monty
House, MLA. Noted to Mr J O'Dea cm 17 December, 1998,

ATTACHMENT 7. Correspondence between Fengusom, Ken"eiso" and Associates and
A/Director General of Agric"It"re, Mr lain Longson, 27 Allg"st 2004
and 06 September 2004,
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ATTACHMEM' I

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPllS: 

DATES: 19 OCTOBER 1997 & 20 11^IARCH 2003
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PREVIOUS OWNER, PEEPINGEE PTY LTD
DIRECTORS, ICJ AND K O'ODEA.
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SOIL CONSERVATION NOTICE

1.1

SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION ACT 1945

CIE

SECTION 82

File I 970764VO, POF

To

EC

PEEPINGEB PTY LTD

INormal Postal Address I

TAKE NOTICE that lain of the opinlon that wilhln Plantagenet Loontlon
6478 on the Certificate o1 Titl. Volume 474 F011025A and 

 on the Certlflca, e o1 Title Volume 595 Folio 72A : there
are areas which. 11 cleared would constitute a land degradation hazard
in the I orm o1 o11.3it. an@ on-site sailni, y

Under Section 3212i o1 the Soil"rid Land Conserve lion Act

I theref ore direct you to refrain from clearing those areas
wiinin Plantagenet Location a 6478 and 6988 delineated on
this plan. cross hatched red

OF

I Proprietor\ o1 the Land I

^ ^ LEI

H~ 6155qBB MN

^

^^^

The removal o1 vegetation from these areas of land Is noi
permitted and these areas are 10 be protected wlih 10ncing
if livestock are 10 be grazed on adjacent areas

^--e"---r _^'~=.,-,.-L-V

^
a
a

co

A N. Watson

Cornrnlss, Drier IRCgulato, y1 o1 Soil and Land Conservalion

f;, I'. I. .<DATE I Iq9,

^

.......
700,

.:.

e : /canald/dgn/doriald, 97peep2 . =c = Jul. 21, 1998 IQ = 55 : 11

CD

1149.7 N

METRES

14 2100
SCALE 1.35 o0

^^

?^"
^*

2800

C.

LEGEND

U
Z

S
@
r

61559BB I, u. I +

VEGETATION 253.0 h. . 19 a%

647, ,, 3 h. .13.7% .,.. 113.5 I. .3. .aX

AREA sun^CT To SOL CONSE"*ATio"

847,360. , n, .3.7X 698. :, 2.2 ,.. TEX

3500

i. . C.

,P

+ 61,925, MN

u,
Z

^
^
o
Co

ID

^ WET AREAS

SWA"p

^ SURVEYED BOUNDAmES

^ ROADS

\/\ WATERWAYS

O DAO, S

8.70 I 10.0.087, h. 693, : 297.2,92 h.

AREA OF REMAin"G VEGETATION . E. g. h. 478%

AREA CLEARED . 697.4i, B h. 52.2%

@
.,,, .. ~ ,,"^ ^ -., ^ "., *"",,,. ".

corn ID ."" cm", ., , L. . ."^,,""
",,^ in" ..".,,. u ,.

a ..",,".., , ,^... ^ . .. a,

,. ,. r. ". ",, . E""," . . " ^

.. c, ,u. ",. " it".". . ' ' '"

,. .,"L, " 0. ~ min, ^r - ".,..",

, ^ ", . " .In. , Dr. .I, "., , ^ 11 re, .,.^

.. ""."

 +-

".. ., I

^!
,
S
of
co

co

q7PEEP2. scN 5 NovE, .ER 1997 F1 LE I'D 97.764vai PDF

Dr. ,.. ., I

,. ,r",.

"it, a , I. , IQ,

co, . ......, r. ,,
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AGREEMENT To RESERVE

SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION ACT

SECTION 30

FHe - 970764VOiPOP

The registered proprlelors, PeepingGB PCy Ltd o1 Inal land
described as  on the Cerilllca. .
o1 Title Volume 474 Folio 25A and Narita". net Location 6988
on line Certilicaa, o1 Title Volume 595 Folio 72A recognise
the value o1 sound land managemenl p, aciices and the value
o1 pro^Ciing areas within the land described on InIs plan

The proprietors agree with the Commissioner o1 Soiland Land
Conservalion Iha1 10 promCle land conservation this area o1
and be reserved under Part IVA. Section 30 I B I o1 line Soil
and Land Conservation AC, 1945. under the following conditions

Peeping co PLy LtdWe

I Proprletore of the Land I

I Norm. IPO=Ial Address I

Agree to retain 220 heelares in perpeiuiiy as shown on
Ibis plan as fenced areas. cross hatched brown end being
partly within Plants"east Locationa 6478 and 6988

The area o1 land described above is to be odequaiely Ienced
to exclude all classes o1 lives lock by 31 0ciobei 1999 and be
managed In such a way as to retain and p, ohiole the growth

I= t^ !~ C.

.̂.-,

or

L^ CD CD

o1 nalive vegeialio" .

' ' CT  a, ,/$ I ^:'.,,,....
:;::::: I^ core ./. s".,.;^.., mm^

C.

CDPANV SECRET",, v

CDPANV SE. L .

C:.

I ~, U. EPC" 10. ES". I, .as, E. .. OS. ,.,"I. co ,I. "., r, ,",, or TITLE I

24 ,,. *' ' DATE I. ..../ Iqq.

C. .. I. .,,.., o1 Sad .rid L. "d Con. .r, .,," IR. .". relyl

"-,, ,

I^̂

.......
o 700

CD

e : Idon. Id/dgn/doria Re I97 peep3 . at r Feb. 17. 1999 15 : 52 : '.,
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=.
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o
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^
.*
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3500
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a, 7. ,,,, n. .1327 6080 113.9 in. .., aX
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SUBJECT To 1995 HDi 150 I n. . It22
.,, B ,, 257 h. 121% E. g. 24.4 h. ... ZX

AREA To BE RETAINED AND PROTECTED
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:. .I
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O 0.3
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^
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REPORT
To

COMMISSIONER OF SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION
ON

NOI To CLEAR LAND: 
BY

LAND CONSERVATION OFFICER, SOUTHERN AGRICULTURAL REGION
Ms JiLLiAN LISsoN

DATE: 03 JUNE 1997.

ATTACHMENT 3

I

I I

.



COM1\^IllsslONER OF soul. , & LAND CONSERVATION
AGRICULTURE W^TERNAUST^IA
SOUTH PERTll WA 6151

16

IQ

SOIL, AND LAND CONSERVATION ACT: REGULATION 4

00' to or, ^^R ,,^^  REGISTEF^^'O
CoinmissiNo'1'1. "J. I^D BY: Join^I o'DBA and L, er of Soil

ervation

ETX, E:

SECTION A: BACKGROUND

I. introduction and Summary

Tilts report is for a Notice of intent to Clear approxirnate1 300 ha ' th Slim f
The total property, two adjacent locations, consists of 1337 ha of which 529 h
vegetation. A large portion of land in the north west corner of th
vegetation. Tile area is approximately 370 ha. The landholder wi h t I
possible from his portion, Discussion with the landliolder ' di t d th h
interested in the southern portion of this area, however, has a ^ t I I
norttiem section at a later date.

The area consists of wetlands, deep sands, latente ridges and small k f
gravel soils. A large portion of this area is not suitable to cle d th
clearing guidelines. Those areas which have been identified as Ititabl ,
degradation hazards, as we it as offsite impacts. Rutit Ferdowsian, (Alban - h dr I
identified an area which he feels may be cleared without adverse ' B
that any farther clearing will have some impact on surroundiri I d.

2. Notification Dates

NOl received on the 27 March 1997, NOT forwarded to S th P rth 1.5.9

^^^!^^^
et of Soil

Coin""' riservatiOn

KG



3. Property inspection

Property was inspected on the 16.5.97 by Jinian DSSon and KGviii Shallhun,
O'Dea and Michael O'Dea present for parr of the day.

4. Property Location

The property is located on the 
.

4.1 Geographic Position

..

5. Local Government Area

The LGA for tilts property is Shite of A1bariy.

*

6. Contigiious Locations

The property is 1337 I^ of which 529 ha is still as remnant vegetation (40%).

with Mr. John

7. Clearing Proposal

Tile area designated to be cleared is a piece of bush situated in the north west corner of the
location, adjacent to cleared paddocks. The landliolder wishes to clear as much as possible
out of the 370 ha remainirig as a block of vegetation. The area partially lies in the
Wayclntiicup River Carehinent Area, which is a proposed water soarce for A1bariy, however,
has not been proclaimed under the Country Areas Water Supply ACL, (A letter sent by the
Water and Rivers Comintssion has been forwarded to South Perth. )

Some of the neighbouring properties have been planted with blueguriis, and it is likely that
properties currently on the market will also be planted with bluegillis. Irk. O Dea had
intended to purchase the neighbours properly, but as the price is unared due to the bluegum
industry he has now focused on the clearing of remnant vegetation on his property.

8, Property Description

8.1 Landform

The property is situated in a landforrn pattern which has little surface drainage, due to both
soil type and slope of the land, The landform is considered to be very gently undulating with
slopes of 0.5 - 3%. The area is riddled with sand seam and shallow depressions, which hold
water tlirough the winter months.

.

.



8.2 Position in Landscape

The catchinent definition around the proposed area to be cleared is difficult to define. A
portion of the area is designated within the Waychiriicup River Catchrnent Area. The
rein^ming area has Do outflow of excess water. This water would move through to the
groundwater tables. The property is situated at 120 in Afro,

8.3 Geology

This property is underlain by Ternary material, mostly sand - white, gr'ey or brown,
coi, uuonly contairiirig iron pisolittis and overlies latente; and Latente - trussive and ptsolitic
deposits, includes both in situ and clasitc types interbedded with sandstone. Also present the
Plantagenet Group, mostly Palmiup Siltstone, spongolite with Timor siltstone and sandstone,
includes Nanarup Limestone Member of the WeTillup Formation.

8.4 Soils

Tile soils on this property vary from deep white sand to sand over gr'avel to exposed latente.

The Many Peaks - Breaksea Landform and Soils map indicates the soils vary from yellow
duplex soils, latente on plans, on alee heath); yellow solonetzic soils in depressions,
(Swamp Yate and Melateuca thickets)and podzols in sands of hummocks and dunes,
(Banksia woodlands). Tile units associated with Drainage fines arc narrow, v - shaped
valleys, in sedimentary rocks < 10 in relief; sandy yellow duplex soils on slopes, (larch
Marri low forest) and deep sands on narrow swamp floor, (sedges and reeds),

8.5 Vegetation

Tlie vegetation types consist Trimly of banksia, some blackboy, stunted ianah and mad,
meIaleucas, and inanee species with a variety of understorey species. The vegetation across
the property is in sound condition, with no under storey loss or glass invasion, The
vegetation which is on the portion of land which is suitable to clear under the land clearing
guidelines, consists of pledorninarit!y inanee species and stunted ianali to 2.5-3 in height.

8.6 Climate

The average annual rainfall for his property is around 700 nun,
predominantly in the winter months, with some SUITuner TanfaU events.

SECTION B: ASSESSMENT

The rainfall occurs



9. On site Degradation Hazards

Of the area suitable to clear, it is unlikely that on site degi'adation hazards will result in the
near future. Possibly, if g:1'0undwater levels rise significantty, swampy depressions on site
could become discharge sites. Ruhi Ferdowsian estimates that 100-150inm of rainfall of tile
annual TaintaU could be recharged to the lower aquifer.

10. Off site Degradation Hazards

It is likely that off site degradation will occur ill the future. Ground water recharge will
occur with the removal of vegetation species and replacement of amiual pastures (see onsite
degradation hazards). The nature of the soil types imply uns area as a recharge area. Excess
water will add to the gi. ound water tables,

Saltritty is. !lot visualy evident on the property, however, EM 38 readings taken on the
property during onsite inspection, has shown areas of salt storage (80 ms/in). Mobilisation
of salts in the soil profile will impact on quality of g:'oarid waters, whether the groundwaters
are of isolated perched aquifer or regional groundwater system.

lvl^.. 0'Dea has commented that the water quality on lits property is of good quality and he
has used it's water for nuny years as stock water. He does not believe that cleafuig of
vegetation will increase sanitity in the area,

1.1. Clearing Effect on Degradation Hazards

Possibility of increased recharge leading to saniitsation of on site water10 ged de ressions,
with the potential for discharge sites off site occultirig also. (Runi Ferdowsian has stated
that it is likely that saintsation win occur on both Mr. 0'Dea's PTO ert as well as the
neighbo^Ig property),

1.2. Application of Guidelines

12.1 Land Degradation Hazards

Areas not suitable to clear under the land clearing guidelines have been identified and
included in the areas to be protected by way of Agreement to Reserve.

12.2 Subcatchment

Subcatchment remnant vegetation is difficult to define. The majority of surroundin land has
been well cleared. The property in question holds the largest portion of intact remnant
vegetation in the area besides the Waycliiiitcup River Catchment Reserve 3 kin south of the
property.

There has been a number of large plantings of bluegums in the area, (area not known) and it
is likely that more areas will be planted on a broadscale.

.

.



1.3. Suitability of Land for Proposed Use

The an^rided area notified to be cleared is suitable for the proposed land use of pastore for
stock The land erass capability would be class in.

1.4. Evaluation of Native Vegetation

I,

Item

.

.^.

1.1

Water

~.,

Principle - native vegetation should be retained Yes11ilo/Partly
if:

the clanrs, rice of native vegetation is likely to cause Yes
deterioration in surface and groundwater
catchrnezits which result in increases in sailriity and
eutrophication.

the clearance of vegetation is likely to contribute to Pady
soil erosion, waterlogging or flooding

Future waterlogging and saintty if depressions
become disch e sites.

the land provides a corridor or steeping stone Yes.
and between areas of conservation land or the land

provides a buffer or is an inner to areas reserved
for conservation

Regional Processes

1.2

Soil

1.3

Corridors

Buffers

1.4

Aesthetics

Cultural

Tilts area is an isolated large pocket of vegetation,
an Opportunity exists to fullc tins area vLa a
rovegetated corridor to a 10,000 ha reserve to the
south.

the land provides high landscape values, has special Unknown
and physiogr'aptitc features, aboriginal sites or heritage

Value,

2.

Item

2.1. I

12/01'a

Representation

Principle - native vegetation should be retained Yesfrqlo/Partly
if:

it contains or is likely to contain tineatened flora or Urnmowii
flora of special interest.

.

,



2.1.2

Plant COLILL, ,mittiGS

2.1,3

Diversity

2.1.4

Wedands

2.1,5

'Local representation

it contains or is likely to contain threatened plant Unknown
co, ,, LALunities.

it contains areas of very high species richness.

Plant count showed 30 cies r 10 in2

it cootaim wedands of significance.

within a 15 kilometre radius of the remnant there is
less than 20% of the original ICOver of any plant
community on the land represei!red by:

(i) viable occurrences in LIPNCA National Parks or
Nature Reserves.

(ii) Viable occurrences in the 0'0wn Land or
Reinrmnt Vegetation Protection Sdierne
Covenants.

2.1.6

Regional
representation

2.2. I

Wildl^e

.^

2.2,2

Habitats

it includes vegetation communities not well Unlcoouni
conserved in the region compared with the original
cover as represented in the interim Biographical
Representation in Australia (IBRA).

it contains or is likely to contain rare fauna,

Yes

3.

Yes

it has significance as habitat for wildlife or if a loss Unlciiowii
of diversity by clearing part of the land will
adversely impact on fauna dependent on a mosaic
of vegetation types,

Item

Unknown

3.1

Area

^~

Viabinty

Principle - survival of natural values over the
next 50 years

Large areas have higher conservation values, the Yes
momnum possible area of a remnant should be
retained. Groups of sri^11 remnant can support
fauna able to move between remnants and
direatened species.

Very narrow areas of retained vegetation are less Yes
likely to be viable and of reduced value as
corridors.

3.2

Shape

Unknown

.

YeslNo/Partly
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P

3.3

in tactiless

3.4

Diseases and Pests

3.5

invasive plants

Remnants with little or no intact vegetation are Yes
unlikely to be viable.

3.6

Adjacent uses

The vegetation should be free of Innjor diseases Yes
and pests such as Dieback. Disease free vegetation
is more important for retention if stintlar vegetation
COILuiLunities in nearby reserves are diseased.
DiebaclE exists on this site

Presence of invasive plants capable of, or with No
potential to, disrupt ecosystem processes.

Adjacent land uses impacting on the habiti^, of the 110
land must be considered.

SECTION C: CONCLUSION

1.5. Vegetation to be Retained

Tile vegetation to be retained consists of banksia, blackboy, stunted ianali and nuni,
melateucas and murree species plus numerous understorey species.

6. Discussion with Landholder

The landliolder is aware of tile Notice of intent to Clear process and requirement to rotect
remaining vegetation. His intention is to be able to clear as much as possible out of the 370
ha block of vegetation

From the assessment approxirnately 75 ha has been identified as suitable to clear under the
current land clearing guidelines. tills does not take into consideration off -site effects or
possible nature conservation values, such as rare flora. Discussion has not taken place with
Mr. 0'Dea in relation to the amended plan. However, I, ^It'. 0'Dea is aware of the land
clearing guidelines and that a large portion of the area notified to be cleared possibly not
being sintable to clear.

I'

17. Recommendation

The proposed amended land clearing is recommended only if the proposal is not objected to
on a basis of Nature Conservation Values, and an ATR is entered into to protect the
rerunining vegetation of significa^Ice on the property, 1/1 consultation with Rubi Ferdowsian,
an area of approximately 65 ha has been identified as suitable to clear. Allowance for
adequate buffers around low lying areas has been included in the amended clearing plan, as
well as consideration to retaining vegetation corridors.
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1.8, Justification

19. Notes

20. References ~

Mt. Barker - A1bariy Map Sheet - Australian 1:250,000 Geological Series - Geological
Survey of WA
Many Peaks - Breaksea Landforrn and Soils Map - Landfomi and Soils of the South Coast
and Hinterland Nordicliffe to Manypeaks, Western Australia. CSIE<O Division of Ground
Water Research.
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LAND CONSERVATTON OFFICER
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3 June, 1,997
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Ministerial Appeals Committtee Report - (0'Don 

Ministerial Appeals Cornrriittee Report
(Peeping66 Fly LTD) Soil Conservation

I Notice Appeal

Hon Monty House MLA
M^l!STER FOR PRnnARY ^IDUSTRY; F1SllERIES

Findings and recommendations of the Appeals Committee convened under
section 39A of the Soil and Land Conservation Act, 1945

Appeal Committee Members
10n Wanen, Agriculture Western Australia
Mr Charlie Nicholson, Department of Environmental Protection
Mr Dayid Thornpson, Fomier, Katanning

8th December 1998
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E^cowtti, e Sz, innz@, y

The appenarit is Peepingco P^, Ltd through Mr John O'Dea and Its consultant ^^It' Ashley
ProUC Tile site subject to the Soil Conservation Notice (Sohl) and subsequent appeal is parr
of  The principal issue is in regard to proposed
clearing of the location for agricultural use.

, The appeUarit subrnttted a Notice of Intent (NOD to cl , dated 26'' March 1997.
A Soil Conservation Notice (SOD was issued on the 22"' July 1998

All appeal was lodged by letter on 5th August 1998 and subsequently a detailed subirLission of
appeal was provided on the 10 September 1998.

A site visit by the appeal committee was conducted on 4th November 1998,

The Soil Conservation Notice was deemed necessary on the basis " there are areas which, ;I"
elecred would constitute @ fond degr"darton hazard ill the form of 9/@'-site and on-site

U 'atin'^'."
The Sol went on to direct "yo" r^17. dinfi. om clean, ,g those cre@s within Plant@genet

U Locations 6478 and 6988 ...." and "lite ream, ,@! of vegetation from these bred, s of!cad is nut
pen, litted und these areas are to be protec, ed with fencing @'"!ivestock are to be grazed on
adjacent areas. "

The appeal is on the following grounds : -

U ' Possible macc, ,rate interpretation of san"ioi risk;, both on site cad @0"'-site,
o Overstating of land degradation risk,

U. lack of consideration given to the proportion of clearing and re, ,raining vegetation within
the catching, It ore@,

U . Lack of consideration given 10 carrent and changing land use within the catchi?lent
The Appeals Coinrriittee considered that the second, third and fourth grounds flowed from or
U were a restate merit of aspects of the first ground and accordingly agreed that its ternis ofreference should be:

U "Whether clearing of the location would lead to on or qff'site satini^' "
In summary the coriumttee found from their site inspection there was no evidence a shallow
aquifer was or could contribute to on site sannity. Furtlier, the con^nittee found no evidence
of on site sannity degradation in sintilar land types at!jacent to the area proposed for clearing.

U Cursory inspection of adjacent fanritng country and wetlands also showed no visual evidence
of off site satinity effects from other agricultural activities

U The Appeals Coinnxittee is of the opinion that there are significant inconsistencies betwee
what is evident at the site and the infonnation in the report supportin the So^.

I I
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b

P

The Collmiissioner's technical report scorns to be a generic o in ion and assu ti
substantiated, It is therefore possible that the land degradation risk has been ove toted
difficult to detemiine the basis of the technical conclusions. The committee ed, h ,
that areas of the subject land were unsuitable for clearing, particularl the wetland d
areas

Recommend@tto, z

The Minister direct the Coriumssioner to re-assess the NOl to address th if
inconsistencies between on site evidence of the sannisation threat and those ro d ' th
technical assessment of the proposal to clear. in particular, assum tions based on th
supposed hydrology of the catchment do riot appear to bear scrutiny. The re-assessment
should include an on site inspection by a suitable hydrologist of both the sub' t t h
and adjacent catchments. The report should also clearly show the basis of an ass ,
including calculations used to support any assumptions. These should be documented itI
can undergo peer testing to ensure rigour of the assumptions but also to allow all inv Iv d th
opportunity to understand how decisions relating to off and on site sannity were made. Th
report should re-assess the impact of clearing on all fonns of degradation.

The Comumttee also recorrrrnends that the Coriumssioner reviews the ro d f
coininunicating the technical basis or other reasons for decisions to serve a soil co ti
notice, with a view to reducing the potential for appeals and the subse uent r uireme I f
the expensive convening of appeal comintttees to resolve matters of dis ute between th
Comumssioner and the appellant on which the'i:onwittee does not have the ans

Further, the Coinrntttee draws the Minister's attention to its belief that itI f d I
underlying this appeal is the question of farm via binty, which further cleann ina not
resolve, and again the Coriumttee believes it has been asked to arbitrate in somethi b d
its capacity orjurisdiction

19g
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BCzckgroz, ,zd

The appellant is Peepingco Ply Ltd through Mr John O'DCa and his consultant Mr Ashle
ProUC The site subject to the Soil Conservation Notice (Soq) and subsequent al is

88. The principal issue is in regard to ro sad cl f
the location for agricultural use.

The appellant subinitted a Notice of intent (NOD to clear, date(126" March 1997 was
received by the Albany Office of Agriculture Western Australia on 27 March 1997.

A technical report assessing the NOl to clear was prepared by Agriculture Western AUStral'
officers and was forwarded to the Comumssioner of Soil and Land Conservatio th 6''
June 1997.

The Cornrnissioner then sent a letter on 18th August 1997 inforrnin the a U t th t ".,. I
am of the opinion that land degradation in the fom, of on runt/or site son"i^, is likel to
result !I"your proposed cle@ring is cczm'ed out. Titer<fore, wader Part I^: Section 32 of the Soil
and L@,, d Conservation Act, I in, ,stjbn, ,ally o^ject to your not@^ed clearing prop6sa!."

The letter also suggested three options the appellant could take to finalise the matter includ'
co In the event you do not wish to withdr@w your not^incatio" or enter into an agreement to
protect the not@':ed areas, the Commissioner may considerform^I^^ing this @1nectio, , b
issuing @ Soil Conservation Notice c^I^er 15 September. "

Subsequently another letter was sent by the Coriumissioner on 19'' Se ternber 1997 info
the appellant "As there has been PIO responsejf'om you ,o date regarding withdrawal of your
Notice of Intent to cle@r or advice that you agree to retain @73dprotect the notified @re@, I
@dvise that the Commissioner may formng!I^e this mutter by issuing a Soil Conservation
Notice by 31 October 1997. "

It appears from the records that on or about 15th June 1998 the a GIIarit r nested a S
Conservation Notice be served so they could appeal to the Minister.

A Soil Conservation Notice (SCN) was issued on the 22"' July 1998.

Peepingee Pty Ltd appealed the notice by letter on 5th August 1998 and subse uentl v'd d
a detailed subrriission of appeal on the 10th September 1998.

The current chatmian was requested by the CEO of Agriculture Western Australia on the 5th
October 1998 to chair an Appeals Coiniriittee.

A site visit, conducted on 4th November 1998, was delayed due to Mr O'Dea tr 11'
overseas

This complex and bureaucratic chain of events appears to have been ti. i ered b Mr O'De
approaching Agriculture WA for advice on what part of his ve etated block ina be 'tabi
or acceptsble for clearing. Behind this sequence which resulted in the mobilisin f th'

4
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Coriumttee lie some issues which have their roots in matters which the Committtee is uriabl
to address yet is essentially being asked to resolve. Mr O'Dea stated that he was su rised
that he was advised to subniit an NOl for the whole block although he had no intention of
clearing it all, then was more surprised to receive the Coniriiissioner's objection to an
clearing without further discussion or explanation from Agriculture WA.

He was referred to I^FCOR but the adjusttnent offer did not meet his ex cotstions, and was
unwilling to sell to or convert to the bluegum industry, as neighbours had done, preferring to
remain in traditional nitxed cropping and grazing which he evidently does w^11 but which Do
longer pays, particularly as the property is now being expected to support a new generation of
the farmly. A notice was then served, and he was advised to appeal. The Coriumttee feels
that it has been called in to resolve those issues which properly lie with the Coinrntssioner
clarifying the land degradation issues but which ultimately may only be resolved throu h rural
adjustment.

The Committee notes that the NOT has not been referred to the Level3 interagenc workin
group to consider other natural resource conservation issues under the Mou for the
protection of remnant vegetation, but is aware that a prelirntnary biodiversity assessment by
the Department of Environmental Protection indicates that the vegetation has hi h value as a
large remnant of an over cleared vegetation type in the landscape between the coast and the
Stirring Range National Park.

The Soil Conservation Notice

The Soil Conservation Notice was deemed necessary on the basis " Ihere are areas which, ty"
cleared wo!, Id constitute a land degradation jazz@rd in the form of qff'-site and on-site
satintty. "

The SCN went on to direct "you re:fr@infom clearing those areas within 
 ,..." and "Die reinov@IQf veger@norifrom these areas of ICnd is not

permitred and these areas are to be protected with fencing !flz^esrock are to be grazed o12
o4j@cent areas, "

Grounds for Appeal

The appeal is on the following grounds : -

. Possible macc, ,rate interpretation of sal, :, lib, risk, both on site and qfi"-site

. Overstating of !@rid degradation n'at,

o inck of consideration given to the proportion of cle@ring glad remaining veget@iton within
the catchme, It @rea,

. 1<2ck of consideration given to current and changing land use within the catchingnt

Tenris of reference

.
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The Coriumttee considered the stated grounds of appeal all flowed from the first ground and
were essentially restatemerits of it's aspects. It therefore agr^;ed that it would assess the
validity of appeUarit's cl^jin in relation to degradation associated with the proposed clearing
by specifically addressing the following:

, whether elecri, 18 of the IOC@troll wo, ,!d lead to on or qff'site sal^, i^,.

Site Visit

The location was visited by the Comintttee on November 4 1998 with the area subject to the
SCN inspected and related issues discussed over a 4 hour period in the company of Mr John

, 0'Dea, Mr Michael O'Dea, and the O'DCa's consultant Mr Ashley Prout. Also
accompanying the group was Mr O'Dea's father. Mrs Ivaria O'Dea. , wife of John O'Dea,
contributed to discussions at the homes tead. All present were specifically asked by the

, coinrriittee to bring to coinrnittee's attention anything they believed pertinent to the appeal

The area proposed for clearing was inspected with particular attention paid to the wetlands
and drainage areas. Adjacent paddocks, low lands and wetlands were also inspected to
ascertain any evidence of degradation.

case,

The corninittee found no evidence of on site sannity degradation in sin^jar land types

^ adjacent to the area proposed for clearing. This included areas that had been cleared for over20 years as well as low lying areas where some expression of on site salini^, could be
expected

The cornniittee also noted that wetland areas and low lands where relatively free from surface
water considering the time of year and it appeared water had drained from the system. This

U was in contrast to what was happening in the adjacent catchment to the north west of the
O'Dea property where large areas of surface water were evident. However, these wetlands
also showed no readily visible signs of saline degradation

The coinrriittee noted the lack of definition of surface drainage lines, compared to other
agricultural areas faniiliar to the group members. There appeared to be little evidence of a
surface drainage system between wedands that may indicated wetlands are draining through
subsurface drainage systerns,

In summary the committee found from their inspection there was no evidence a shallow
aquifer was or could contribute to on site satinity.

Cursory inspection of adjacent fanning country and wetlands also showed no visual evidence
of off site sannity effects from other agricultural activities

One point made repeatedly by the appellant was the fact that the hydrological infomiation had
not been ground proofed and the appellant felt that those making the decision had not
understood the hydrology of this specific catchinent,

also

.
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In specifically addressing the grounds for appeal the site inspection found:

Possible inccc"rate interpretation of satinto, risk;, both on-site or, d q@"'. site,

This could be the case as it appears no other cleared area either in this catchment or in
adjacent catchments was showing visible signs usually associated with sannity.

Overstating of lulld degr@dctto, , risk

This is supported as above

Lack dyeo"sider@troll given to the proportion of cledrt, ,g gad re"laining vegetation within the
catch, ,lent orca,

The comintttee do not support this as a ground for appeal as the issue of proportions of
vegetation is irrelevant as it app^ars the Coriumssioner is of the opinion the sannity problem
will arise from the specific location and catchment within which the clearing will occur.

Lack of consideration given to current and changing toad use within the cotcfu?, ent

If the grounds relates to more trees being planted in the catchment then the corninittee do not
support this as a ground for appeal as the same basis as the previous condition

If the grounds relates to the fact the area was cleared in 1972 and some grazing has occurred
then the grounds is not relevant because the definition of reinnant vegetation includes native
vegetation that is re-growth on areas cleared for more than two years

Discussion

The Appeals Colornittee is of the opinion that there are significant inconsistencies between
what is evident at the site and the infomiation in the report supporting the Sol.

For example the coriumttee found no evidence that previous clearing and agricultural activity
in this catchment has led to on site salinity problems whereas the report appears to assume
this precedent has been set in this particular catchment

Further, there also appears to be inconsistencies between the manner in which natural
drainage is occurring and the assumptions made in the technical assessments of the
catchment. The reports suggests the surface aquifer will rise and create salinity whereas it
appears that this aquifer may in fact drain into the lower aquifcr or into the Waychinicup
River by way of subterranean channels. The appellant pointed out a substantial valley feature
traversing the property which he claimed was a paleochannel of the Waychinicup River. The
lack of water in wetlands and lowlands in the immediate area suggest some level of sub
surface drainage

The technical report scorns to be a generic opinion and assumptions are not substantiated. It is
therefore possible that the land degradation risk has been overstated as it is difficult to
datemiine the basis of the technical conclusions* This view is also supported by the claim
that the hydrological assumptions had not been ground proofed through a field visit and that
the assessing hydrologist had identified a small area which may have been able to be cleared
without on-site degradation, but which was subsequently objected to by the Corntnissioner

.
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Until an accurate and Yetifiable assessment has been made of the catchment hydrology it is
not possible or fair for the Cornrriittee to make any interpretation or recommendation on the
expected degradation effects of clearing,

The collui*;tree is concerned that the usual standards of technical rigour were not applied in
the production of the report in that there is insufficient infonnation provided for peer review
and verification of either the Comintssioner's or the appellant's interpretation of the
landscape.

The coinrntttce is also concerned that there was inadequate communication between the
Agriculture WA, the Comintssioner and the appellant during the Commissioner's assessment
and the subsequent objection and the serving of the soil conservation notice, leading to the
expensive and time consuming process of convening a soil conservation appeals conrriiittee
carrying the burden of expectation of all parties that it could resolve the matter

The comintttee is also concerned that only land degradation issues are being deterTinned in
this case, and neither viabinty nor other natural resource conservation issues have been
addressed or resolved. Full consideration of these issues through the established processes
under the Mou for the protection of rerunant vegetation may well have led to resolution of
this case through other me chariisrns and removed the appellants expectation that an appeal
comintttee could solve the issue.

Recoinme, adczttorz

The Minister direct the Commitssioner to re-assess the NOl to address the significant
inconsistencies between on site evidence of the salinisation threat and those proposed in the
technical assessment of the proposal to clear, 111 particular, assumptions based on the
supposed hydrology of the catchment do not appear to bear scrutiny. The re-assessment
should include an on site inspection by a suitable hydrologist of both the subject catchment
and adjacent catchments. The report should also clearly show the basis of any assumptions,
including calculations used to support any assumptions. These should be documented so they
can undergo peer testing to ensure rigour of the assumptions but also so all involved are able
to understand how decisions relating to off and on site salinity were made. The report should
re-assess the impact of clearing on all forms of degradation

The Colluiiittee also recommends that the Coinrriissioner reviews the procedures for
communicating the technical basis or other reasons for decisions to serve a soil cot\^^, ryation
notice, with a view to reducing the potential for appeals and the subsequent requirement for
the expensive convening of appeal cornintttees to resolve matters of dispute between the
Commissioner and the appellant on which the conrrnittee does not have the answers.

Further, the Coinrriittee draws the Minister's attention to its belief that the fundamental issue
underlying this appeal is the question of farm viabinty , which further clearing may not

.
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resolve, and again the Coriumittee believes it has been asked
its capacity oninsdiction. Ome ing beyond

Appe, z! Committee S^g',, cztz, res

,^^;::^
ion Warren, Agriculture Western Australia

>:^
aniel\Iicliolsot!, DCpaztrncnt of Environmental Prot t'

*

Mr Davl<ITlion!PSGn, Rumor, Katanning.
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11\,!^:lINLSTER FOR PRIllyl:ARY ^NDUSTRY AND FISHERIES ""'~"
WESTERN AUSTRAl, IA

I\It' John O'Dea

Peepingco Pty Ltd

Dear 10hii

.

I have received advice from the Appeal Comumttee, which assessed your a Gal
against a Soil Conservation Notice on , All
appeal against a Notice requires that a Coin!hittee be established to provide advice to
t, ,c ,,,;Existsr o:1 t, .c ~0"rids or '~'~ \,, 1.

The Appeal Committee has infonned me that there appears to be significant
inconsistencies between what is evident at your property and the technical
infonnation supporting the issuing of the Soil Conservation Notice. Upon their visit to
your property the Committee found no evidence of either on or off-site salimty
resulting from current agricultiiral practices. However, the Appeal Comintttee agrees
that there are areas of the land notified for clearing, which are unsuitable to be
cleared, in particular the wet and sand areas.

I have directed the Conunissioner of Soil and Land Conservation to re-assess our
Notice of Intent to clear. Ihave requested the Conunissionerprovide the services of a
qualified hydrologist to undertake further site inspection of the sub'ect catchnient and
the adjacent catchrnents, to identify an area of up to 150 hectares for clearing which
will not cause land degradation.

As a condition of the cleantig, I request that an equal amount is reserved throu h an
Agreement to Reserve (ATR). The condition of the ATR can be negotiated with the
Comumssioner for Soil and Land Conservation, Mr Andrew Watson. Please contact
A^ Watson on 93683282 to progress your Notice of intent to clear and our
Agreement to Reserve.

I run prepared to support the clearing of up to 150 hectares and my decision
is final under section 34 (1) 3 of the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945

I nave requested the Coriumissioner manage this request as a priority

Yours sincerely

17 DEC 1998

#^...

^;I"^j^~~' , us TRY' F1S , sSTER FOR Pan^Y INDUSTRY; F1Sl;^I^S

221 ST GEORGES TCE PERTl{ ^!A. 6000 T : 08 - 94812044 F s 08,94812151 TOLL FREE CAI, L = 1800 803749
hi, pg//WWW we. g ov cultobine, /, IOU, ./in ae, .h, in I cmail: minpif, agric. VC gov gu



ATTACHMENT 6.

MR 11 SHORT, HYDROGEOLOGIST
CATCHMENTllYDROLOGY GROUP

ESPERANC^ WA

TB^ COMMISSIONER OF SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION

MR DAVID HARTLEY

DATE: 02, FEBRUARY 1999

REPORT

BY

To

REPORT DIRECTED To BE UNDERTAKli;N

MINISTER FOR PRIIVIARY INDUSTRY AND FISHERIES

MONTY HOUSE, MLA.

17 DECEMBER 1998.NOTED To MR J o'nEA,

BY

o

.
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I duction

, At the direction of the Minister for- Primary industry and Fisheries - Monty House A^11. ,A, and at the request of
the Deputy Cornmissioner Soil and Land Conservation (Andiew Watson), a hydrological assessment has been
carried out on the above locations "to identify an area or up to 150 hectares for clearing which will not
cause land degradation". The assessment was to be carried out using available infonnation. Concerns had
been raised by an Appeals Coriumttee that there appeared to be significant inconsistency between what was
evident on the property and technical information supporting the issuing of a Soil Conservation Notice. The
term of reference used by the Appeals Conmiittee in considering the appeal was 'whether clearing of the

t's^'^,,^ hymn,

@

,

@

,

,

.

location would lead to OIL or off site san"ity".

Relevant reports and infomiation was obtained where possible from the Deputy Coriumssioner Soil and Land

SPECnON Land Cleann

Conservation and included :-

. Land Conservation Officers Level 2 report,

. Interagency Working Group response at Level 3 report,

. Proponents grounds for appeal to the Soil Conservation Notice

. Consultants report by Mr Ashley Prout supporting the grounds for appeal on behalfof the proponent

U ' Ministerial Appeals committee Report. Minister's subsequent correspondence if relevant

During the investigatiori, all available teclrriical infomiation and evidence was reviewed, additional data
collected, interpreted and collated to datemiineifclearing of the locations would lead to on or off site sailrtity.
To identify up to 150 ha for clearing which would not cause land degradation, mapping units within the area
proposed for clearing were identified using aerial photographs to be later ground proofed in the field. A field
visit. was then undertaken with the proponent and their consultant at the site being considered for clearing.

subsequent land degradation that may arise, a land capability study of the area proposed for clearing and a
description of the field visit undertaken. Finally, recommendations are made with respect to identifying an
area of up to 150 hectares for clearing which will not cause land degradation.

The field visit was carried out on the 20th January 1999 by myself and Mr Kevin Shanhun (Land
Conservation Officer, Albany). Present on the day at the property were Mr 101m O'Dea, Mrs TVana O'Dea,
Mr Michael O'Dea and the proponents consultant Mr Ashley Prout.

- 0'Dea

<>Thi It d t 'I d t th fi din s of the technical review and considers the impact of clearing and

Background

In Western Australia, an abundance of salt within the deeply -weathered soil profiles and the cleariri atI
vegetation have resulted in unparaUeled hydrological changes and extensive salimsation (George . 19
There is a large body of evidence that shows that clearing of native vegetation increases rechar d to
the development of groundwater systems which may discharge on and offsite, increase salt ' 'ses
land The estimated extent of satinity in Western Australia is well documented in Ferdo at 996).

R Short_ H dr0 0010 Catchinent Hvdrolo Grou innce A 'culture W. A. 02/02/99
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^^
' ' IdldA revie s of all available technical infonnation to detennine if the proposed clearing wou ea to

on sit nity or other forms of land degradation. Technical infomiation considered included the Land
rv ' ' 0^cers Level 2 report, additional information such as published maps and reports and a

s report that provided evidence and support for the appeal. A water balance investigation using
A ATgent 1998) was also corded out to investigate recharge rates.

Technical R
Q

e locations are situated on 
 Map I (I : 50000 Topographic map) shows the location of the area proposed for clearing,

topography and the position of tile Waychirticup River catchment. Other catqfunent boundaries are shown on
Map 2 along with the distribution of remnant vegetation, drainage patterns and the location of recorded water
bores in the region. The site proposed for clearing is located on the surface catchment boundary between the
Waychinicup River catchment and an internally drained catchment to the west. The consultants report states
that the bulk of the property is within the WaychirLicup catchment however it should be noted that the area
proposed for clearing (approximately 80 %) is located within the internally drained area to the west. It is
noted that most of the rerunant vegetation in the Waychinicup catchment is located below the site proposed
for clearing and this inflates the area of vegetation in the catchment within cleared agricultural land. ^
Topographic divides in this region boundaries are unlikely to coincide with groundwater divides.

The site is located within Cainozoic latentes and sands overlying Tertiary sediments of the 
as showii on Map 3 (Mt Barker - Albany I ' 250 000 Geology Sheet, 1984). These sediments can include the
Nanarup Limestone Member of the Werillup Fonmation. The Tertiary sediments uriconfomiably overly
Proterozoic granitic rocks. Section 8 of the LCO Level2 report describes the physiography of the site in
more detail.

The Mt Barker - A1bariy, I : 250 000 Hydrogeological map - 1995 (Map 4) shows that the watertable is
located within the Tertiary sediments All exploratio^^ water bore (ALB IB) was driHed at Sunday Swamp
approximately 5 km to the east of the O'Dea property Ovfaps I and 4) by the Western Australian Geological
Survey (now Waters and Rivers Coriumssion). The report and drilling logs (Sadth 1994 - Appendix I) gives
a detailed description of groundwater in the area. Maps I to 3 show that this bore is representative of the
hydrogeology at locations 6478 and 6988 in tenns of topography, geology and hydrology.

The drill hole log for ALB IB (Sadth 1994 - Appendix I) shows that the regolith is approximately 140m thick
and the watertable is 37 metres below the surface. The groundwater is fresher at the watertable (420 ing'L
TDS or approx. 75 ms/in at 40 in. ) and becomes more saline with depth (6400 inglL TDS or approx 1150
ms/in at 128 in. )

The water quality from stock bores on the O'Dea property was tested and confirmed those reported in the
consultants report. The consultants report states that the stock water bores on the property average 30 in
deep As the bores are equipped with windiTiills the depth to the watertable could not be continued. The
consultants report also states that ".. .water levels have not risen in the bores" . . . and that . . "old bores on
the property have maintained quality without rising closer to the surface". No evidence was presented in the

,

report for these statements and when this information was requested I was informed that no record of chan s
to water quality or depth to the watertable existed. ,

The rainfaU for the site is approximately 650 nun (consultants report). The mean average rainfall e .
location as supplied by the Queensland Department of Natural Resources and based on daily
667 mm (Figure I).
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unit t' n aerial photographs of the area proposed for clearing. Note that the map units were also
i agreed upon by Mr O ' Dea and ^!11' Ashley Prout during the site inspection.

a patterns have been mapped and desc, ibed fo, the region at I : 50000 scale 0.4ap 5). This mapping
thes areas with sinitlar landforms in the Manypeaks area. The landforms at the site are described in the

or d by a dune and swale landsystem with wetlands, deep sands, linear dunes,
sin deposits of sand over gravel soils. The soil distribution is complex and forms a

ppendix 2 details and coriuments on the soil associations within the area, describes
ns, vegetation associations, land degradation hazards, land capability ratings and map

,

legend and the overall landscape can be described as Tertiary gently to very gently undulating plains with sand
dunes and swamps. Surface reliefis generally less than 10 meters Landfbnn Patterns mapped at the site
include T9,2 , T 9.3 and T6. I, T6.2 and T63

Maps 6 and 7 show the location of recorded bore data in the region. Only one bore OSId90) has recorded
changes in groundwater levels. This bore was monitored for watertable depth and quality on the 20/1/99 and
is located in a raceway in an area with pasture and large remnant EUCalypttis species trees. The hydrograph
from this bore (Figure 2) shows that the watertable has risen at a rate of approximately 15 to 20 cm per year
since 1990. The tnn in the hydrograph duntig 1994,1995 and 1996 is attributed to the consecutive below
we rage rainfall years during this period. Higher than average rainfall and episodic rainfall events clearly
Increase recharge and result in watertable rises. The borejsld90 is located in the same Tertiary sediments,
landfomi patterns and at the top of the dissected drainage lines draining to the coast as the area proposed for
clearing. The depth of the watertable and the rate of rise suggest that watertables in this regional aquifier
could rise to within a ft:w meters of the surface within the next 20 to 30 years. The rate of rise will depend on
rainfall patterns and episodic events, Low points in the landscape will be the first areas to display the
symptoms of secondary sanntty

The sand and latente foil, trig mosaics over the site will drain freely to underlying groundwater aquit^, rs. The
LCO Level2 report estimated that 100 to 150 mm of annual rainfall could be recharged to the lower aquifers.

U Work commissioned by the Meat Research Corporation and carried out in part at Manypeaks (Iv";^. C, 1997)
compared the Impact of different pasture management systems on the soil water balance. (runoffand deep
drainage). The study site was located approximately 13 km to the south-west of the O'Dea property and used

U long terni meteorological records. The study demonstrated that in wet years rainfall is likely to exceed
potential evapotranspiration (Figure 3) for part of the time resulting in deep drainage (recharge). Different

o

.

,

,

simulations were carried out for seven different land use systems ranging from annual pasture (Simulations I
rid 2) , perennial pastores (Simulations 3-6) and a mature^ucalypt woodlot (Simulation 7). Table 4 from

that report (Table I) shows that only under the woodlot was drainage (recharge) less than 511uii. All other
glazing systems (including perennial pastures) had deep drainage in excess of I I I nun. Annual past"re
systems exceeded 200 mm. The CSn;!.. O report concludes that "... deep drainage under all shamow rooted
pasture systems in this winter dontinant ratrifall environment is excessive and hence such systems cannot be
considered sustainable in the long term. ". The consultants report and the LCO Level2 report state that the
intended land use if clearing is allowed is for seeding to annual pasture for grazing.

The Agriculture W. A. water balance calculator - AgET (Argent, 1998) was used to demonstrate the impact of
deanng from pre~clearing vegetation to annual clover based pasture. The model was run for a deep sand o
3m depth to the B horizon. (Figure 4). Using the long term average rainfall of 667 min, deep flow (rech
is seen tomcrease from 15nrrn to 148 rim. The recharge figures from the modelling are of a sirntlar ^ .'
magnitude to those above , .

Surface water quality was not sampled during the field visit as swamps were dry at this time e and
there was no visible base flow at the top of the Waychinicup River, The water qualities
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for claims of w ual' provemerit in the consultants report needs to be examined. The report quotes an

clearly d' t reinents of water quality and no information was supplied in the report to explain
where I e taken from and if any comparison at aU was valid, This information was requested
du ' e isit and could not be supplied. To investigate future long term trends in water quality a more

p ' easure could be to use median values for all years from the same sampling point,

D' sion

, The technical information shows that groundwater aquifers in this region are regional and stratified with
I respect to water quality. It is likely that a fresh water lens overlies more saline water. Stock water bores on
the property are likely to be drawing water from this lens. A perched system -in sand (limestone unit as

, claimed by the proponent but not verified) could be present and could be the source of water for stock bores
If this was the case, water would sti" leak from these more surficial aquifiers to recharge regional aquifers

below. Runoff and perched aquif^:rs or lenses of groundwater in surficial sands would flow towards these
areas and increase the risk of waterlogging locally. Groundwater flow directions in the regional aquifer is
Unknown however groundwater contours are likely to reflect the surface topography regionalIy and now
towards the coast. Given the rates of groundwater rise and general depth to groundwater, secondary sannity
due to groundwater rise and discharge may not be observed in this area for a number of years (possibly 10 to
30 years). Secondary salinity would occur either in topographicalIy low points in the catchments or at the top

, of the cleared drainage lines for the Waychinicup catchment. Vegetation in the Waychinicup River Reservewould be impacted upon. There was no basis to the claim or evidence presented that demonstrates that water
quality has improved in this catchaient.

In this land system of dunes and swales that characterises the area, it is clear that recharge will increase if
native vegetation is replaced with armual pastures. Low lying sumps in cleared areas will accumulate water

U and become inundated or waterlogged. Surface drainage via runoff will move towards topographical lows
local wetlands and sumps

D Changing landuse from native vegetation will result in recharge or deep drainage to surficial and regional
aquifers. The storage in groundwater aquif^rs will increase and result in water table rise. Discharge win
occur at topographicalIy low points in the landscape or in drainage lines such as the Waychiriicup River

Land Ca ability and Discussion

Prior to the field visit, a study of available aerial photography was completed to identify land management
units and to consider land capability issues for investigation. The technical review above considered longer

U terni sustain@biff^, issues whereas the objective of this study was to consider land capability for present da\agriculture.

U Map urnts were identified and Mr T Overheu, Agriculture W. A. , Soil Research Officer at Albany, was
approached to assist in identifying soil types and associations, landscape and vegetation associations, possible
land degradation hazards and a Land Capability Class Rating for identified map units. His report is included

. in Appendix 2 and should be read in con'uriction with this re rt. This desk top study using aerial
photographs, local experience and profiessional expertise formed a basis for the field investigation. The in
units identified were independently identified with general boundaries marked on the aerial photograph ,

U agreed upon during the field inspection by both Mf John' 0'Dea and his consultant Mr Ashley Prout. '
~ , Note that the location of approximately 75 ha identified as suitable for clearing under current

I guidelines subject to consideration of offsite impacts and nature conservation issues was n
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capacity. 1.0w lying areas (swales)' occur within the Map Units I to 3 and are subject to waterlogging and
inundation and are unlikely to provide any production value if cleared

Map unit I is more gently undulating than other map units and has the best land capability rating (Class U) for
clearing and pasture production. The risk of waterlogging and inundation is less than other units and the soils

, appear to be to have a moderate to good workability. Sandy soils and latente are present and some recharge
will occur through these soils if cleared.

D C ' ^j;^" pability study h^,.s considered the whole of the block of re t vegetation
prop ;d f '

Grou t ' unng the field visit confimied that the land proposed for clearing is located in a dune and
s ys 'th shallow latente ridges, swamps and damp lands. Defined map units shown in Map 8 and

'he photograph OFigLire 5) have a complex mosaic of soil types within each map unit boundary
e sand deep and, sand over gravel and/or clays are susceptible to wind erosion and in low lying areas

t to waterlogging and inundation. The risk of wind erosion is high, water and nutrient retention is likely
t e low. Where latente ridges occur, workability will be reduced with a generally poor water holding

Map urnt 2 has been given a land capability of Class in however it should be. noted that recharge to deeper
aquifers and to low points in the landscape such as swales and swamps will occur if this unit is cleared. The
modelling using AgET (Figure 4) as described above was carried out using a deep sand as the soil type.

, Nutrient holding capacity would also be low in this soil type and the risk of wind erosion is high. Note that
Mr O'Dea stated that he did not intend to clear the northern most occurrence of this unit (Shown as hatched
on Map 8)

Map unit 3 is not suitable for clearing due to poor drainage, the risk of water logging and inundation and the
likelyhood that recharge will occur due to poor production of any pastures that may establish Some winor
shallow duplex soils may occur in this map unit as do deep sands and latente however it would be difficult to
separate these units into arable or contiguous parcels of land. Thereis a risk of wind erosion in this land urnt

The remainder of the site consists of low lying poorly drained fiats and swamps that are generally permanently
waterlogged or inundated.

While wind erosion is predominantly a management issue there can be no guarantee that proposed control
measures will be adopted or that adopted measures win be maintained or suffer from the effects of untorseen
events eg. waterlogging and stock baring off paddocks, change of ownership or land use

The approximate area for each of the identified mapping uritts in hectares is shown on Map 8 Boundaries
were digitised from overlays drawn on the aerial photograph as a base map. Scale and the areas quoted are
therefore approximate

Site Visit and Discussion

On the 20 January, 1999 a site visit was made to the property of Mr John O'Dea to discuss the technical
infomiation gathered to date and to carry out a site inspection of the site proposed for clearing. Present were
those listed in the introduction, Note that Mr Kevin Shanhun had inspected the property during the ittiti
detailed site inspection - LCO Level 2 report On arrival. at the site a discussion was held between f . o
members, the proponents consultant Mr Ashley Prout and ourselves. A field in'spection was then
in the company of Mr John O'Dea and Mr Ashiey Prout.

The discussion preceding the site inspection was held over several hours, I explained cle hat ask \\as
to identify an area of up to 150 hectares for clearing that which will not cause land de tio then
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U PreS^rited the t cal ' tinatiori, data and maps and discussed implications and answered questions The

, Mr I D Ised a number of issues at the meeting mainly surrotInding equity, econonitc viabinity,
Ide ssues that could be addressed at that meeting. He was also insistent that Mr Ferdowsian should

e ned that the process was followed by all concerned in assessing the property and ,that it was unnecessary

his recognised local knowledge and professional expertise of groundwater systems and saliritty processes in
the rubany region. At no time was he tinie asked or directed to carry out a detailed investigation o1 to visit
the site. Mr O'Dea appeared not to accept this and continued to make derogatory collui, ents throughout the
visit concerning officers of Agriculture W. A.

, Mr Jotm O'Dea was also of the opinion that a limestone urnt was present in Tertiary sediments under hisproperty and any recharge from clearing would recharge this aquifer. He claimed a local stock waterbore
driller would confirm this. As no records exist this cannot be confirmed. This was also the case for his cl

, that the groundwater had not changed in quality or in depth below the surface. I explained that even if a
perched aquifer system existed, it would leak and recharge groundwater aquif;ars

^ Mr Ashley Prout stated that if a Soil Conservation Notice was issued, Mr O'Dea would want the right to
. extract water from the area should he wish to irrigate at some time in the future.

, Mr Jotm O'Dea claimed that he had not received a SCl. I within the period allowed I was unable to confirm
the tinting or process that followed the Level2 investigation

Ivli O'Dea and his consultant were asked if they had any further evidence to present or questions prior to the
field inspection It was agreed that all points had been clarified to the best of our abilities and a field
inspection was carried out of the site

The field visit during the afternoon was undertaken to sample existing stock bores for water quality, to

, observe the area proposed for clearing and adjacent fomi land and to discuss land capability for faintingpurposes. During the inspection it was agreed by an present to mark approximate land management
boundaries on an aerial photograph, to rank these for general land capability and to define areas that Mr

U O'Dea would prefi3r to clear and areas that he would consider to be unsuitable. I explained that I had
previously identified mapping urnts on aerial photography with the Albany Soil Research Officer and
discussed land degradation hazards for each unit. The field visit was designed to groundtruth these units and

, ' discuss identified land'degradation hazards. The map ortits identified by all present during the field visit were
the same as those identified in the desk top study.

U Mr O'Dea indicated that he would prefer to clear in the southern parts of the block, The area to the north of;
and including the large east west drainage line with swamps (the Waychinicup catclmient) and shorni by
hatching on Map 8 was he believed not suitable for clearing. Mr O'Dea therefore proposes only to carry out

U clearing outside the Waychinicup River catchment in the catchatent with internal drainage to the west q\4ap
2). Note that topographic divides in this region are unlikely to coincide with regional groundwater divid

Low lying areas in adjacent forming land were not inundated at this time of the year however they st' "
clearly moist. In a low lying areajoining the southern boundary it was observed that the announ

U stubble indicated that waterlogging had jin^ted production. Other low lying areas on the coboundaries that had been cleared were mainly covered with communities of rushes. Mr O'
these areas were not degraded but acknowledged that they provided no useful producti al
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alon a track g e west tlirough the remnant vegetation confirmed that there were complex mosaics
of SI, prese om deep sands to latedte ridges with numerous low lying areas throughout, The
vegetatio t ' d healthy and helped to mark the boundary between Map Units 2 and 3 from one
dontin y sia species to EUCalypt colluiiuriities in a more complex landscape of rises and swales. Mr

at t if clearing took place he would not clear low lying areas.

, er oximately 2 hours it was agreed by all present that we had adequately covered the site and that we
~ ' a n all that was necessary.

, After leaving the property I travelled to the upper reaches of the Waychinicup River and then on to bore
is Id90 to mezsure the depth of water and water quality. The depth to the watertable from the ground surface
was 8.16 meters and the water quality was 327 ms/in

O'
,

,

Conclusion

Guidelines for the routine assessment of clearing proposals the Memorandum of Understandin for the
Protection of Remnant Ve etation on Private Land in the a 'cultural r 'on of Western Australia ( 6 March
1997) state that " incremental increases in sannity atIn butable to land use change fomowing clearing are no
longer acceptable"

, The techrtical review has demonstrated conclusiveIy that the areas proposed clearing will lead to salinity andother fbrrns of land degradation. It is not possible to identify an area of up to 150 hectares for clearing which
will not cause land degradation, Map urtit I could be considered for clearing (20.5 ha) provided nature

U conservation values are not coinprontised and any low lying areas are excluded

Rod Short

Research Hydrogeologist
Agriculture W. A
ESPerance Agricultural Centre
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FERGl. ISON, KENN^ISON AND ASSOCIATES
^myIRON^^FinAl, CONSULT^rS
I 13 Bin7ier Road

YANClltEF WA 6035

To:

FAX NO :

FROM:

FACSIMILE

DATE:

Mr Ian Longsori, A/Director General
Deparlzrient of Agriculture

(08) 9368/205

I R Fezguson

RE:

No. OF PAGES:

27/08/2004

Dear Mr Longson

Please find enclosed correspondence with four questions related to the statements of a Land
Conservation Officer, Jimari Lisson in the assessment Report in resporise to the lodging of a
Notice of Intention to Clear for part of his land.

Yours sincerely

Mater of Mr John O'Dea

Notice of Intention to Clear native vegetation,

Talephone: (08) 9561 6842
Facsi, ale: (08) 95616843
Our Ref:

Your Ref:

5.1ncludes Cover. Mailed

"' ' ' ' "' ' ' 72",,, ,, 11' ', I R Fergus6n
71



FERGUSON, ERNNEISON AND ASSOCIATES
BIWER. ONlv^NTAL CONSULT^
113 Brazier Road
VANCHBP WA 6035

in^ IAN LONGSON, A/DU^lE:CTOR GENERAL
DEPARTMENr OF AGRICULTURE
Locked Bag No. 4
BIB:NTLl::Y DELIVERY Cl^I^rRE WA 6983

Dear Mr Longson

REPORT BY JiLLiAN MssoN, LAND CONSERVATION oneicER, SOUTHERN
AGRICULTURAL REGION ALBAN!{, 3 unNE 1997. STATElv, ^N'T ULTRA Vin^S
'11.11:; SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION ACT 1945. Notified by Mr John 0'Dea. The
Land: 

The previous Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation, Mr KGvin Goss, Commissioner of
Soil and Land Conservation, Mr Dayid Hartley, Deputy Commissioner Soil and Land
Conservation, Mr hadre\v Watson, have always maintained that conservation of vegetation for
its biodiversity value has never been included as part of their decision making process when
deciding Notifications of Intention to Clear (NOIC) lodged by landowners.

As there are many areas within the determination of Mr O'Dea's NOIC and the subs uent
appeal process remaining to be resolved to progress and finalse his matter, we refer to a
statement made in the Report of 03/06/1997 which requires clarification in relation to our
questions.

Included in statements by Iillian Lisson were, Section 13. Suitability of Land for Fro OSed
Use: 7he amended@red horniedio be cleared is animblejbr the proposed 10nd"se of pasture
for stock The load class capobilio, would be class 171.

Also stated by Jillian Lission in Section 16. Discussion with the landholder: From the
assessment q!?proximate!y 75 h@ It's been ideni;ited us suitable to clear under the curre"I land
clearing gz, idelines. 7his does nor Joke info cons^der@lion @17"-sire effects orpossible narure
conyen, orion v@Juss, such us coreloro.

In Section 17, Recommendation: Included in her statement wasi/Ie ro OS@darn@ridedlond
c/@un'"g lis recommended only libe propoSUI lis nor o^!'ec/e(/ to on Ihe busis QINc, lure
Consen, @!ion I'dI"es and OJT 11TR is entered into to PIOiec! the reina, 'hill re donb" of
sign4/iconce on 11^e property.

'niere is the matter of the Agreement '1'0 Reserve (AT'R) 220.0 ha, in perpetuity, being entered
into as a requirement to gain no objection to the clearing of 75.0 ha of the notified area of
approximately 300.0 ha of native vegetation for agricultural purposes. This matter will be
examined after your response 10 this present request for information. There were inari other
landowners who were subjected to this form of "enticement" to gain a percenta e of their area
that was originally notified for clearing.

Telephone: (08) 9561 6842
Facsimile: (08) 95616843

*
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The action of Ms Jinian Lisson mincluding in her statement in Section 17, Recommendation,
Ihe proposed amended fond clearing is recommended only (her emphasis in bold) lifte
propos@! is not o^liec, ed to on Nat"re Colaserv@rib, , Pal"es dad an '47/3 is entered into to
pro^Ci the remaining neger@lion of sign@?conee on Ihe property is ultra vires the Soil and
Land Conservation Act 1945 (the Act), being among other things, biased and also in
contravention of the Administrative Law Doctrines of Natural justice, Legitimate Expectation
and Procedural Fairness.

It is evident that in her statement she has made it quite clear that her rammmendation in
Section C, 17, for the clearing of the area of 65.0 ha, determined in conjunction with Mr Ruhi
Ferdowsian, "is conditional only if die proposal is not objected to on a basis of Nature
Conservation Values and an ATR is entered into to protect the remaining vegetation or
significance on the property. ,*

Mr Longson, as representative and responsibility for the statements of the previous Director
General of Agriculture, Dr Gineme Robertson, the previous Commissioner of Soil and Land
Conservati'on, Mr KGvin Coss, the Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation, Mr David
Hartley and Deputy Commissioner Soil and Land Conservation, Mr Andrew Watson, would
you please respond to the following questions. They are:

I. what action, if any, was taken from 3 June 1997, the date of the Report of Jiniar,
Lisson, Land Conservation Officer, Soulhem Agricultural Region, Albany, 10 the 18th
of February 1999, the date of the signing of the Agreement to Reserve by Mr Andrew
Watson, Commissioner (Regulatory) of Soil and Land Conservation, by the then
Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation, Mr Kevin Goss, the present
Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation, Mr David Hartley, the now Deputy
Commissioner Soil and Land Conservation, Mr Andrew Watson, to inform iilliari
Lisson that the part of her recommendation cited in Section C, No. 17, was ultra vires
the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 and contravened the following Doctrines of
Administrative Law, Natural Justice, Legitimate Expectation and Procedural Fairness;
that action, if any was implemented, whether it be conducted by email, correspondence
or through an inter<Ieparti. nental or departmental memo, to inforrn Iillian Lisson that
she was acting ultra vires the Act and in contravention of the three Doctrines of
Administrative Law mentioned in number one above, we now request be provided to us
as evidence of your actions to inform her of her contravention of the Act;

3. that if no action was taken by any of those responsible for the assessment of Notices of
Intent to Clear to inform Jillian Lisson that making recommendations containing
statements ultra vires the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 and in contmvention of
the Administrative Law Doctrines of Natural Justice* Procedural Fairness, what reasons
can you provide for that lack of action? and

that as the Commissioner of Soiland Land Conservation, Mr David Hartley, Deputy
Commissioner Soil and Land Conservation, Mr Andrc\v Watson and previous Director
General orAgriculture, Dr Graeme Robertson have always maintained Lhailhere has
never been any consideration given to the matter of the biodiversity issues or \, alue for
conservation of the vegetation notified to clear in the assessment of NOIC, why was
Jiltian Lisson, Land Conservation Officer for tile Southern Agricultural Region, holdin
a senior position in the assessment process allowed to recommend actions ultra vires
the Act, with bias and in contravention onhe Administretive Law Doctrines of Natural

C
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Justice and Procedural Fairness, that we argue resulted in financial damage to the
forming enterprise of Mr John O'Dea and his family?

Please note, that later through the appeal process to the Minister for Primary Industry, Mr
O'Dea was pemiitted to clear 150.0 ha of native vegetation for agricultural purposes. This
cleating was conditional on his agreement to allow the imposition of an An^, in perpetuity,
being registered on the Title of , on 220.0 ha of native vegetation.
This prevented him from the use of that area of land for grazing throughout six months of the
year. Also this area had been grazed by stock as part of normal practice of grazing vegetation,
without damage over the previous thirty years, by both the previous owner and Mr John
O ' DCa.

The fact that Agriculture Western Australia and the Office of the Commissioner for Soil and
Land Conservation tolerated Ihis action of incompeience, evident in the Report ora Land
Conservation Officer, supports our constant arguments that compliance with tile law in the
assessment process of notification for land clearing, is often given little consideration. This
Report of the Land Conservation Officer forms the foundation from which the Commissioner
or Deputy Commissioner Soil and Land Conservation make their decision. As it fomed the
major parr of the assessment of the NOIC lodged by Mr John O'Dea, it is also an indication,
not only of her own incompetence, but of all others in the process, including the Director
General of Agriculture, with ultimate responsibility for the actions of all his employees

We would appreciate a response as soon as possible to our questions on this matter, relaled to
the recommendations of Iilliari Lisson, to enable its progression and eventual finalisation.

In case your Office is not in possession of an Authority for Ferguson, Kerineison and
Associates to Acton behalfof Mr John O'Dea and his family, a copy is enclosed.

Yours sincerely

If'^;;^,;;^4^,...
Ferguson Kerineison and Associates

Date: 26 August 2004

.
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We Kerineth Jotin O'Dea, Ivana Romania O'Dea and Micliael Jolm O'Dea of 
 located in , hereby appoint Ferguson,

Kerineison and Associates of I 13 Bra?Ier Road, Yar, chep, Western Australia 6035 to be our
consultants, advisers and agents, to act for us as is necessary from time to time with any
Government Agencies and Autliorities, in all matters, including the accessing of infonnation
under tile Freedom of Infomiation Act 1992, related to our submissions to tlie Legislative
Council Standing Cornmittee on Public Administration and Finance, Inquiry into the Impact of
State Government Actions and Processes on the Use andEr!joyinent of Freehold and Leasehold
Land in Western Australia and any claims for darnages resulting from the actions of those
Government Agencies and Authorities on our fuming business which was conducted on

 by our Company, Peepingee Ply of anB 207 Green
Range Western Australia 6328 from the year 1980 to the year 2000.
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. Department o griculture
Government of Western Australia

Our Ref:

Enquiries:
Date:

Mr J Fenguson
Fenguson Kerineison and Associates
It 3 Brazier Road
YANCHEP WA 6035

970764V02
Andrew Watson 93683282

6 September 2004

Dear Mr Fenguson

NOTICE OF INTENT To CLEAR - PLANTAGENET 

I refer to your facsimile transmission of 27 August 2004.

Your facsimile asserts that a statement Included in an assessment report prepared by
Ms Jillian Lisson in relation to the above land in June I 997 was (among other things)
biased and in breach of the principles of natural justice. The relevant statement is as
follows:

The proposed amended land clearing is recommended only if the proposal is
not objected to on a basis of Nature Conservation Values, and an ATR is
entered into to protect the remaining vegetation of significance on the property.

I am informed by the Deputy Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation. Mr Andrew
Watson, that a soil conservation notice was issued on 24 July I 998 under direction from
the then Minister. The notice was issued to prevent clearing liable to cause on-site and
off-site salinity, rather than to protect nature conservation values, as your correspondence
appears to assert.

As to your specific questions, I note that decisions to issue soil conservation notices under
section 32 of the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 are made by the Commissioner,
not by field staff, Ms Lisson's report concluded that the proposed clearing of
approximately 300 hectares of vegetation on this land was likely to lead to land
degradation in the form of on-site and off-site salinity. It was on this basis that a soil
conservation notice was later served on your client

I also dispute your contention that reference to nature conservation values in Ms Lisson's
report is, by its nature, ultra vires. The Department of Agriculture and the Commissioner
of Soil and Land Conservation operate in a regulatory context which acknolwedges the
interrelationship between the roles and responsibilities of different public authorities. This
is reflected in section 6(, )(c) of the Agriculture Act I988, which provides that it is a
function of the Department "to safeguard the productive soil and vegetation resources of
agricultural industries and protect the environment" I believe this provision reflects a
strong desire on the part of Parliament to integrate environmental considerations into the

^.
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management of agricultural lands and to encourage cooperation between different
agencies with an interest in land management matters. You are also aware of the
requirement under section 38 of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 for the
Commissioner to consider the potential environmental impacts of clearing proposals. For
these reasons, I do riot believe it is either inappropriate or unlavrtul for an officer to refer to
nature conservation values in the context of an assessment of a proposal to clear land

Therefore I do not accept your assertions that the Ms Lisson's comments were ultra vires
or otherwise in breach of the rules of procedural fairness. However, if you believe your
client has a claim against the Department or the Commissioner, then I would encourage
him to seek professional legal advice.

Yo si cerely

Ian Longson
N DIRECTOR GENERAL
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